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6Abstract
Over the last half century, globalization has catalysed a new wave of 
urban expansion.  Implications of this growth will further intensify 
the complexities of the urban metropolis, where transecting transit 
networks, communication infrastructures, production and consump-
tion undergird a multifaceted set of economic and social processes.1 
A recent paradigm shift over the last half-century has seen change in 
terms of the city being viewed in formal terms to being considered for 
its dynamic ways.2 This shift has not only seen the traditional hierar-
chical urban condition questioned, but reflects the amorphous trends 
in urban growth. The main intention of the research is to develop 
a model framework for re-appropriating established industrial infra-
structural components to facilitate the human scale in the face of an 
intensifying urban realm.
The work of James Corner, Rem Koolhaas, Bernard Tschumi, Charles 
Waldheim, Alex Wall and Richard Weller are critically engaged to 
inform this thesis’ theoretical framework. This research explores the 
viability of these theoretical imperatives in addressing issues typically 
associated with urban intensification, specifically the spatial, cultural 
and sociological implications of urban encroachment into the indus-
trial precinct. 
Overall the research suggests the act of leveraging phenomenological 
qualities inherent to industry landscapes can play a fundamental role 
in appropriating the human scale within this contextually indifferent 
typology.
1  (Wall, 1999)
2  (Wall, 1999)
7Thesis Statement
In response to a 100 year scenario of urban intensification in Welling-
ton city, this thesis explores the capacity for established infrastructural 
components to be re-appropriated to facilitate the human scale.
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c h a p t e r   o n e
INTRODUCTION
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1.1    Thesis Format
Chapter 1: Introduction
This chapter introduces and outlines this thesis’ format and research 
objectives. It organises and outlines the focus and argument of this 
research.
Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter provides the theoretical argument central to this thesis. 
Writings of James Corner, Rem Koolhaas, Bernard Tschumi, Charles 
Waldheim, Alex Wall and Richard Weller are critically discussed 
throughout this chapter, each enabling the establishment of a theo-
retical framework which will provide proceeding chapters with a con-
textual background. This chapter is divided into four key categories of 
literature. These are as follows:
   Urban Intensification
   Landscape Urbanism
   Addressing Indeterminacy
   Leveraging Infrastructure
Chapter 2: Case Studies
This section provides a critique and review of case studies pertinent 
to this thesis’ premise, identifying theoretical and literal responses to 
constraints and limitations specific to this paper’s site of design experi-
mentation. 
The chapter examines Olympic Sculpture Park, The High Line Park, 
Parc de la Villette and Lower Manhattan Expressway, identifying 
transferable approaches and theories applicable to this thesis’ chosen 
site of intervention.
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Chapter 3: Site Assessment
The aim of this chapter is to promote Wellington city’s industrial 
precinct as an appropriate site with inherent potential for facilitating 
the human scale through sociological, cultural and programmatic re-
appropriation. The analysis looks to identify underlying themes and 
unique imperatives that may further typify the design interventions in 
the concluding design experimentation chapter. 
Divided into three sections, the chapter begins by introducing Wel-
lington’s industrial precinct, contextualising it at a regional scale. The 
second section looks to contextualise the site through employing a 
neighbourhood scale lens. The final section looks to identify clear op-
portunity for design led research, through an examination of the site’s 
programmatic and operational identity.
Chapter 4: Design Experimentation
This chapter explores urbanism, landscape architectural and architec-
tural avenues of influence, whereby a string of design responses are 
formed in relation to theories, precedent methodologies and site pa-
rameters examined in earlier chapters. The design chapter is divided 
into four sections, each fundamentally reflective of the experimenta-
tion process. These are as follows:
 - Design Methodology
 - Initial Concepts
 - Grounding the Issue
 - Conceptual Development
 - Spectator + Event
Chapter 5: Conclusion
This chapter discusses the extent to which the research has informed 
the testing of the design, concluding the results of the holistic solution 
for leveraging established infrastructures to facilitate both the human 
scale and indeterminate spatial implications of urban growth within 
the industrial precinct. Limitations of the designs are discussed as well 
as suggestions made as to how this research may further advance.
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Context of Research
This research looks to explore the industrial precinct’s capacity to fa-
cilitate the human scale within the context of a 100 year urban growth 
scenario. It looks to use Wellington city’s industrial precinct as a ve-
hicle through which to carry out and test design experimentations. 
Amidst a fundamental paradigm shift from the city being viewed in 
formal terms to being perceived and understood for its complex and 
dynamic ways, industry land is at a junction in terms of its place with-
in the contemporary urban landscape.1  This thesis does not concern 
itself with large-scale implications stemming from trends of urban 
population growth, instead it focuses on the issues of immediacy. 
A key problem this thesis seeks to address is realigning today’s contex-
tually indifferent industrial precinct with the sociological, cultural and 
economic intricacies associated with the intensifying urban environ-
ment.
Theoretical Bases
This thesis will engage theoretical imperatives of landscape urban-
ism, landscape instrumentality, loose space and qualitative design to 
address the issues of urban intensification and its associated spatial, 
cultural and social implications. These imperatives manifest as critical 
considerations in re-aligning issues instigated by late capitalism condi-
tions, enabling a breadth of indeterminate activities and programmes 
- that may be prescribed by future global conditions - to transpire 
within a regulated framework.
1  (Wall, 1999)
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Problem Statement
Globalization has catalysed a new wave of urban expansion over re-
cent decades. The traditional notion of the city as an historical and 
institutional core surrounded by post-war suburbs and open coun-
tryside, has been fundamentally replaced by the regional metropo-
lis.2 The contemporary metropolis consists of a multifaceted set of 
social and economic processes, undergirded by transecting networks 
of transportation, communication infrastructures, production, and 
consumption.3 A recent paradigm shift over the last half-century has 
seen change in terms of the city being viewed in formal terms to be-
ing considered for its dynamic ways.4 This shift has not only seen the 
traditional hierarchical urban condition questioned, but reflects the 
amorphous trends in urban growth. 
Typical of the colonised city, a close proximal relationship has per-
sisted between city and industrial land. What has historically existed 
as a passive relationship, is today one of increasing tension and divide 
as urban growth intensifies. Over the next half century, the cruise 
tourism industry is projected to see unprecedented growth. This, in 
conjunction with an expanding urban population is expected to see 
the public urban realm infiltrate the industrial precinct. Considera-
tion is necessitated regarding the re-appropriation of industrial land, 
to arbitrate this growing friction.
2  (Wall, 1999)
3  (Wall, 1999)
4  (Wall, 1999)
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1.6    Scope of Research
The physical context of the research is Wellington City’s Thorndon 
precinct, however it is intended that experimentations and conclu-
sions from this research may be applied to other colonised cities on 
1.5 Research Intention
The main intention of this research is to investigate the capacity for 
established industrial infrastructures to be re-appropriated to facili-
tate the human scale. The intention is to develop a framework for an 
intervention which is responsive to urban contextual issues typically 
associated with urban intensification. Specifically, this thesis looks to:
Generate a framework that questions the capacity of typi-
cally one dimensional industrial environs to facilitate both 
notional and literal disorder.
Challenge how the industrial precinct can be reconceived to 
foster economic, cultural and sociological richness. 
Challenge how landscape urbanism, architectural and socio-
logical theories may be applied within a master plan inter-
vention to address spatial implications of urban population 
growth.
Appropriate the human scale within the industrial precinct.
Test the capacity to which the phenomenological qualities of 
the urban brownfield typology may engender sense of place 
and both social and cultural identity within a landscape of 
flux.
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a global scale. The research focuses on issues of connectivity, and so-
ciological and contextual indifferences that pertain to the inner city 
industrial precinct. Limitations to the research are that there are no 
actual clients or user groups identified for building occupancy, while 
no there is no consideration for resource consents, as the exercise is 
theoretical and speculative in the sense that it is premised upon a pro-
jected scenario. However it is intended that the design offer a flexible 
framework within which a multiplicity of occupancy may occur. In 
practice it would be obligatory, yet invaluable to invite both private 
stakeholders and public consultation forums into the design and plan-
ning process of a new urban master plan system. 
1.7    Work Cited  |  Abstract + Introduction
Wall, A. (1999). Programming the Urban Surface. In J. Corner (Ed.), 
Recovering landscape: essays in contemporary landscape architecture (pp. 
233–249). New York: Princeton Architectural Press.
24
c h a p t e r   t w o
LITERATURE REVIEW
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2.1    Introduction
The following literature review serves as an assessment of discourse 
pertinent to this thesis’ premise. The chapter examines the theory of 
contemporary landscape urbanism in the context of globalisation and 
its peripheral effects on the urban metropolis. Theorist’s James Corner, 
Rem Koolhaas, Bernard Tschumi, Charles Waldheim, Alex Wall and 
Richard Weller are referenced throughout this chapter, each enabling 
the establishment of a theoretical framework which will provide this 
thesis paper with a contextual background. 
This chapter is divided into the following four sections:
 Urban Intensification
 Landscape Urbanism
 Addressing Indeterminacy
 Leveraging Infrastructure
27
                                                                                                                                                                        1
1  (Crawford, 2012)
Cities are inexhaustible and contain so many overlapping 
and contradictory meanings – aesthetic, intellectual, physi-
cal, social, political, economic and experiential – that they 
can never be reconciled into a single understanding.
28
2.2    Urban Intensification
Globalization has catalysed a new wave of urban expanse over recent 
decades. The traditional notion of the city as an historical and insti-
tutional core surrounded by post-war suburbs and open countryside, 
has been fundamentally replaced by the regional metropolis.2 This 
new polycentric urban framework comprises of a complex set of so-
cial and economic processes, undergirded by transecting networks of 
transportation, communication infrastructures, production, and con-
sumption.3
Today landscape architecture finds itself assuming a new role of sig-
nificance in addressing the regional and ecological questions facing 
contemporary society – questions about place, time, and process.4 
Large-scale implications stemming from trends such as unprecedented 
human population increases, water scarcity, and waste accumulation 
are predicted to be dire.5 Complicating the process of implementing 
solutions to this cohort of realities is the interconnected global scope 
of these environmental problems and the growth-oriented human 
socio-economic systems in which most people today live.6 
2.3    Landscape Urbanism 
The effects of modern urbanisation today are manifold and complex; 
however three manifest as of particular significance in relation to plan-
ning and design.  Alex Wall suggests these to include; the major in-
crease in “mobility and access”, the rise of “peripheral sites”, and a 
third effect involving a fundamental paradigm shift from viewing cit-
ies in formal terms to considering them in dynamic ways.7 For Wall, 
as for many aligning themselves with landscape urbanism, the condi-
tions of late capitalism – that is, placelessness, and the mobility of 
capital, goods, and people – have forced a shift from seeing cities as 
formal spatial terms to reading them as four dimensional dynamic 
systems of flux.8
2  (Wall, 1999)
3  (Wall, 1999)
4  (Wall, 1999)
5  (Waldheim, 2006)
6  (Waldheim, 2006)
7  (Wall, 1999)
8  (Weller, 2006)
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In James Corner’s paper Recovering Landscape as a Critical Cultural 
Practice, the principle of landscape agency is appropriated within the 
context of landscape urbanism theory. Here the emphasis shifts from 
landscape as a product of culture to landscape as an agent producing 
and enriching culture.9  More specifically, landscape as noun (object 
or scene) is quelled in order to accentuate landscape as verb, as process 
or activity.10 Adding to this, Corner suggests that a truly ecological 
landscape architecture might be more about the design of processes, 
strategies, agencies, and scaffoldings, and less about the idea of com-
pletion.11 The objective here is that such catalytic frameworks may 
enable a range of relationships to emerge, network, interconnect, and 
differentiate within the urban matrix.12
Theorist Alex Wall echoes Corner, suggesting the term landscape has 
digressed from its widely perceived association with green open space:
…the term landscape no longer refers to prospects of pastoral innocence 
but rather invokes the functioning matrix of connective tissue that organ-
izes not only objects and spaces but also the dynamic processes and events 
that move through them.13
Demonstrative of a significant shift in approach from twentieth cen-
tury landscape architecture principles, contemporary landscape ur-
banism perceives infrastructural form and programme as opportunity, 
as opposed to constraint. A commonality in Wall and Corner’s un-
derstanding of contemporary landscape urbanism is evident through 
their stated objectives to essentially “realign the conditions of late 
capitalism toward more socio-ecologically enriching ends”.14 
Operating  under  this  premise,  landscape  urbanism  presents 
itself  as a  viable  medium  through which to  address the  polymor-
phous  conditions  that  constitute  the  contemporary  metropolis.15   
                         
9  (Corner, 1999)
10  (Corner, 1999)
11  (Corner, 1997)
12  (Corner, 1997)
13  (Wall, 1999)
14  (Lootsma, 1999)
15  (Wall, 1999)
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2.4    Addressing Indeterminacy
Ensuing from the aforementioned issues associated with rapid urban 
growth and the peripheral effects of globalisation, strategies of re-
sponse are starting to manifest through the forums of urban planning, 
architecture and landscape architecture respectively. Projects such as 
Bernard Tschumi’s Parc de la Villette and Rem Koolhaas’ proposal for 
la Villette have conceived new schematic approaches with regards to 
dealing with the complexities of the contemporary urban metropolis. 
Tschumi defines these as the following:
Crossprogramming: Using a given configuration for a program not in-
tended for it, that is, using a church building for bowling. Similar to 
typological displacement: a town hall inside the spatial configuration of a 
prison or a museum inside a car park structure.
Disprogramming: Combining two or more programs, whereby a required 
spatial configuration of program A contaminates program B and B’s possi-
ble configuration. The new program B may be extracted from the inherent 
contradictions contained in program A, and B’s required spatial configura-
tion may be applied to A.16
Offering a second angle of interpretation regarding the principle 
of crossprogramming, Richard Weller identifies it as simply one of 
“layering”.17 While layering is a singular organisational principle, it 
garners “event” by way of “inviting accident” and generates complex-
ity as each layer is added to others.18 Weller continues, suggesting this 
process avoids two things: “beaux-arts spatial structures and landscape 
as symbolic imagery”.19  Challenges do however exist regarding the 
application of this strategy within the typically ordered urban frame-
work. While the resultant synthesis of layers may incite hybrid games, 
Corner flagrantly questions the capacity of this strategy to manifest in 
reality.20 Despite the obvious convolutions associated with the term, 
Tschumi argues against crossprogramming as a negative phenomenon, 
instead suggesting the juxtaposition of function, scale and historical 
time in contemporary culture belongs to the logic of new urban so-
ciety.21 
16  (Tschumi, 2000)
17  (Weller, 2001)
18  (Weller, 2001)
19  (Weller, 2001)
20  (Weller, 2001)
21  (Tschumi, 2000)
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Alex Wall expands on this logic of new urban society, suggesting its 
foundation, the urban surface, as a ground-plane which accommo-
dates buildings, roads, utilities, open spaces, neighbourhoods and 
natural habitats.22 Within this context, the urban surface within the 
city is “dynamic and responsive; like a catalytic emulsion, the surface 
literally unfolds events in time”.23 
The many complexities associated with the intensifying urban envi-
ronment demand the application of flexible, non-hierarchical, lay-
ered, and strategic schematic interventions to catalyse order.24  This 
is a strong assertion made by Alex Wall in Programming the Urban 
Surface, where he suggests that the control of field conditions “may 
be the only hope of withstanding the excess of popular culture – rest-
less mobility, consumption, density, waste, spectacle, and information 
while absorbing and redirecting the alternating episodes of concen-
tration and dispersal caused by the volatile movement of investment 
capital and power”.25 
Echoing the design principles utilised by both Koolhaas and Tschu-
mi in their respective plans for Parc de la Villette, a common design 
strategy in addressing the urban surface is to increase its capacity to 
support and diversify activities in time. This includes activities that 
cannot be determined in advance.26 Koolhaas builds upon this, sug-
gesting that the underlying principle of programmatic indeterminacy 
as a basis of the formal concept allows any shift, modification, replace-
ment, or substitutions to occur without damaging the initial hypoth-
esis.27 As future demands placed upon the city by globalisation exist 
in relatively unknown quantities, it is not clear as to how the creation 
of such arbitrary programmatic configurations can generate legibility 
in terms of an ordered urban environment. However, what is clear 
about this approach is that it will “irrigate territories with potential.”28
22  (Wall, 1999)
23  (Wall, 1999)
24  (Waldheim, 2006)
25  (Wall, 1999)
26  (Weller, 2001)
27  (Office for Metropolitan Architecture, 1998)
28  (Koolhaas, 1998)
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2.5    Leveraging Infrastructure
The city’s close proximity to industrial areas has long presented strong 
economic benefits at a territorial scale. The immediacy of this relation-
ship obviously bears distinct implications for the landscape medium.29 
Typically, the dynamism and energy engendered from industrial sites 
such as ports, rail yards or road networks escapes the grasp of the pub-
lic realm. Because an argument can be made for temporality imbuing 
conditions of dynamism, logic suggests that landscapes of continuous 
flux have existed in an under-utilised capacity.
Bernard Tschumi addresses this condition in his paper entitled The 
Manhattan Transcripts, where he seemingly categorise the activity and 
dynamism of the city form. Throughout the text, he points to the 
“rich texture of events that define urban reality today”.30
Events have their own logic, their own momentum. In literature, they 
belong to the category of narrative (as opposed to the descriptive).31
Within the context of contemporary principles anchored in landscape 
urbanism – specifically todays understanding of the city’s mechanical 
components to be without edge – one such variant of the concept of 
framing temporality and or ‘event’, is “programmatic sequence”.32
All sequences are cumulative. Their ‘frames’ derive significance from jux-
taposition. They establish memory – of the preceding frame, the course of 
events.33
What can be taken from the above extraction from The Manhattan 
Transcripts is that to experience and to follow sequence in the urban 
environment is to reflect upon events in order to place them into suc-
cessive wholes.34 In relation to globalisation and its associated stresses 
placed on the urban metropolis, the many key infrastructural compo-
nents of the city manifest as viable processes through which to estab-
lish sequence. Transportation infrastructure has the capacity to serve 
as an effective instrument in establishing new networks and relation-
ships, rather than exist as an independent service component of the 
wider urban framework.35
29  (Waldheim & Berger, 2008)
30  (‘Event-Cities 2: Bernard Tschumi: 9780262700740: Amazon.com:        
                     Books’, n.d.)
31  (Tschumi, 1981)
32  (Tschumi, 1981)
33  (Tschumi, 1981)
34  (Tschumi, 1981)
35  (Wall, 1999)
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2.6    Conclusion
Historically a passive relationship between two distinct yet economi-
cally coherent elements of the city, brownfield sites and the public 
urban realm today share a relationship of tension and divide. While 
arbitrary in some ways, each of the strategies and theories discussed 
in this chapter clearly demonstrate landscape urbanism’s move toward 
an “ecological art of instrumentality.”36 This new approach of instru-
mentality ultimately calls for the expulsion of “aesthetic finery”, in 
favour of fundamental pragmatism and efficacy.37 While the strategies 
deduced from the theorist’s in this chapter lend themselves as a frame-
work in addressing issues of indeterminacy within the context of the 
growing urban realm, there is also a strong risk of rendering qualities 
inherent to the hierarchy of the city, insipid. 
Ultimately, principles of landscape urbanism and catalytic frame-
works of crossprogramming present as feasible and logical principles 
in re aligning the issues instigated by late capitalism conditions, while 
also enabling indeterminate activities prescribed by future global con-
ditions.
36  (Weller, 2006)
37  (Angelil & Klingmann, 1999)
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CASE STUDIES
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This section examines four case studies that exemplify methods for 
re-appropriating existing infrastructure to better facilitate the human 
scale. In particular, each case study has been explored through ana-
lyzing and discussing methods employed to address issues relating to 
contextual indifference, capacity to facilitate a growing urban realm, 
obsolete social and cultural linkages, and lost identity.
The four case studies are; Seattle Olympic Sculpture Park by Weiss/
Manfredi Architects, The High Line by James Corner Field Operations 
and Diller Scofidio + Renfro, Parc de la Villette by Bernard Tschumi 
and the Lower Manhattan Expressway by Paul Rudolph. 
In particular, this section seeks to identify and critique constraints and 
opportunities within the four case studies in relation to site condi-
tions, both immediate and peripheral, that the projects have respond-
ed to. This will inform a set of design principles that will enable the 
thesis’ investigation and design experimentation to respond to.
3.1 | INTRODUCTION
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3.2 | OLYMPIC SCULPTURE PARK
_Seattle Olympic Sculpture Park
_Seattle, Washington, USA
_Architect: Weiss/Manfredi Architects
_Landscape Architect: Charles Anderson Landscape Architecture
_Date: 2001 - 2007
3.2.1 Overview
Olympic Sculpture Park is situated on Seattle’s waterfront – previously 
an industrial brownfield site –sliced into three distinct parcels by an 
arterial road and active rail lines1. In 2001, following an international 
design competition, Weiss/Manfredi Architects were commissioned 
by the Seattle Art Museum to lead the restoration of public access to 
the city’s waterfront through the site, establish a park, and restore to 
the site a functioning ecosystem.2
The park is a continual green platform which descends 12 meters from 
the city’s street level to the water, leaping over existing infrastructure 
and reconnecting the urban core to the rejuvenated waterfront.3 This 
design primarily responds to issues of ground contamination, severed 
linkages, and contextual indifference with the city. 
1  (‘ArchDaily - Olympic Sculpture Park / Weiss Manfredi’, n.d.)
2  (Huber, 2008)
3  (‘ArchDaily - Olympic Sculpture Park / Weiss Manfredi’, n.d.)
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Figure 01.  Aerial view of 
Olympic Sculpture Park  
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3.2.2 Analysis
Due to its preexisting structural demands, location and profile, the site 
was defined by its quantifiable limitations, however Weiss and Man-
fredi’s application of a complex artificial topography, spoke more to 
the sites opportunities for new orientation, connection and qualities 
of assembly.4 The approach of bridging over but not concealing the 
lines of infrastructure,5 illustrates a fine balance of utilizing the sites 
dynamic industrial characteristics, while still creating a strong cultural 
dialogue across the site. Olympic Sculpture Park has generated a wealth 
of new linkages: “between art and the city, the city and nature, and 
organic and inorganic form”, while also representing an exemplary 
strategy of civic place making.6 Generating these distinct new link-
ages, a strong geometric clarity is introduced, framing different views 
of the mountains, water and city through the creation of converging 
and diverging edges.7 
Three main axes along the pedestrian route descend through care-
fully constructed spaces for art, with each directional change framing 
the park’s contextual relationships.8 The park’s flexible programmatic 
configuration appropriates the human scale within the site, through 
creating a clear dialogue between the visitor and existing industrial/
infrastructural programmes. This demonstrates one method of how 
staging a site’s primary programmes as ‘events’ can aid in establishing 
social and contextual linkages, as well as civic identity. 
3.2.3 Approach 
Key commonalities shared with this thesis’ site of intervention and 
that of Olympic Sculpture Park can be identified through contextual 
indifferences and restricting hierarchical site conditions. When exam-
ined from a perspective of re-appropriating post-industrial infrastruc-
tures to better facilitate the human scale, this case study illustrates 
that constructed topography can be successful in re-configuring the 
hierarchy of established industrial programmes, to better integrate the 
site with its surrounding environments. 
4  (Huber, 2008)
5  (Huber, 2008)
6  (Huber, 2008)
7  (Shannon & Smets, 2010a)
8  (Huber, 2008)
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While the park juggles variants of cultural, ecological and social pro-
grammes, it offers several key demonstrations of landscape urbanism 
theory. Firstly, irrespective of the design team’s disciplinary back-
ground, the strong use of landscape as a medium offers unique quali-
ties that are respondent to temporal change, transformation, adapta-
tion and succession.9 Along with this, the idea of reclaiming obsolete 
post-industrial land as public space aligns with landscape architect 
and theorist James Corner’s call to consider this process as a “critical 
cultural practice”, and an “active instrument in shaping contemporary 
culture”.10 
3.2.4 Discussion
Opportunity exists to establish a more legible dialogue and symbi-
otic relationship between the public realm and these immensely dy-
namic infrastructures. The Olympic Sculpture Park demonstrates this 
through the radical re-configuring of existing infrastructure as a vehi-
cle for addressing issues anchored in contextual indifference.
In terms of both cultural and social connectedness, this project illus-
trates transferable methods for generating both contextual legibility 
and linkages that are applicable to Wellington’s Pipitea precinct. The 
idea of facilitating a ‘core’ group of programmes in the present, while 
offering a stage for many uses and users in the future, addresses many 
issues typical of urban planning.11 These primarily revolve around in-
determinate contextual changes, leading to unknown social, cultural 
and economic demands upon the ‘site’.
9  (Waldheim, 2006)
10  (Huber, 2008)
11  (Huber, 2008)
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3.3.1 Overview
Situated along Manhattan’s industrial lower western edge, the High 
Line park is a 2.3 kilometre long elevated green corridor, that once 
completed, will span 22 blocks from Gansevoort Street in the Meat-
packing District to West 34th Street12. Facilitating the park is a mas-
sive elevated cast-iron structure, originally built in 1930 as a freight 
rail line. The High Lines abandonment in 1980 marked the com-
mencement of a period of stagnancy and reservation within the corri-
dors of which the structure was built. That period culminated in 1999 
amidst discussion of demolition of the High Line, with the formation 
of ‘Friends of the High Line’, a high-profile “community-based non-
profit group”13. The group ultimately catalysed the process of reclaim-
ing the historic structure, which in 2004 saw the selection of a design 
team lead by James Corner Field Operations in collaboration with 
Diller Scofidio + Renfro, to revive the site’s lost beauty14.
12  (‘Park Information’, n.d.)
13  (‘High Line History’, n.d.)
14  (‘High Line History’, n.d.)
3.3 | HIGH LINE PARK
_High Line Park
_New York City, NY, USA
_Architect: Diller Scofidio + Renfro
_Landscape Architect: James Corner Field Operations
_Date: 2005 - 2009
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Figure 02.  View of High Line Park,
integrative nature of design.
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3.3.2 Analysis
The design strategy employed by the design team primarily involves 
the juxtaposition of the vibrant urban street conditions below, and the 
quiet essence of landscaped wetlands and grasslands above15. Activa-
tion of the elevated space at ground level is achieved through both the 
visual accessibility of the vegetation, and legible access points. Several 
prolonged transitional zones consisting of meandering ramps, steps 
and elevators seamlessly connect the two spatial conditions16. This idea 
of prolonging transitional zones is evident throughout the High Line’s 
articulation of programme, or rather, lack thereof.
A strong narrative throughout the design is the idea of echoing the 
site’s past programmes, an idea prevalent in contemporary landscape 
urbanism theory. While the park’s linear form is predicated on the 
existing hard-edged High Line structure, the design has established a 
surprising level of programmatic flexibility within its core. Accommo-
dating this ‘soft’ spatial core is a linear composition of precast concrete 
components. These components form a pathless pedestrian surface, 
which at random points along the park, transmute to reveal dense 
patches of flora, redundant train tracks, and are used to articulate 
street furniture17. These design methods relate to the site’s past pro-
grammes through affording glimpses of underlying, redundant infra-
structure, while facilitating fundamental amenities of the urban park.
At a neighbourhood scale, the High Line Park has catalysed a wave 
of new urban regeneration and growth. Rising property prices - “Be-
tween 2003 and 2011, property values near the park increased 103 
per cent”18 - increased local business and a reduced crime rate all can 
be attributed to the projects contextual integration and success as an 
extension of a growing public urban realm. 
3.3.3 Approach
There are strong parallels to be made between the site conditions 
found in the High Line (pre-refurbishment) and those of this thesis’ 
intervention site. Corner and his team have been successful in identi-
15  (Shannon & Smets, 2010b)
16  (Shannon & Smets, 2010b)
17  (Shannon & Smets, 2010b)
18  (Moss, 2012)
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fying and reconfiguring programmatic opportunity within rem-
nant infrastructure, however it is Corner’s approach to “staging the 
scenery”19 which resonate most with the opportunities identifiable in 
Wellington’s Pipitea precinct.
The integration and theatrical staging of green space, within Welling-
ton city’s industrial precinct, can serve to develop narrative across site 
as well as accentuate the idea of discovery through journey. The High 
Line demonstrates that the strategy of framing juxtapositions, in both 
materiality and programme, can be successful in addressing issues 
commonly associated with remnant infrastructures such as contextual 
integration and legibility of place. 
3.3.4 Discussion
More than a glorified nod to the past, the High Line seemingly ap-
propriates the human scale through a range of ideas anchored in land-
scape urbanism theory. While the linear design language speaks to the 
idea of revealing the past, it is the process of leveraging these histori-
cal remnant infrastructures that must not be overlooked. This thesis 
argues that by referencing both the positive and negative conditions 
addressed in this project, the case study can serve to inform a more 
connected and purposeful configuration of infrastructures, both ac-
tive and remnant. 
19  (Shannon & Smets, 2010b)
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3.4.1 Overview
Parc de la Villette, 1982-1997 is a park space noted for its architecture 
and new strategy of urban organization. As part of an international 
design competition held in 1982-83 to revitalize 125-acres of aban-
doned land, formerly of the French national wholesale meat market 
and slaughterhouse in Paris, France, Bernard Tschumi was selected to 
design and master plan the construction of over 25 buildings, prom-
enades, bridges and gardens.20 The park is well established in current 
landscape urbanism and architectural literature and practice as being 
unprecedented, a park based on cultural and sociological values rather 
than nature.21
20  (‘Parc de la Villette, Paris, 1982-1998’, n.d.)
21  (‘Parc de la Villette, Paris, 1982-1998’, n.d.)
3.4 | PARC DE LA VILLETTE
_Parc de la Villette
_Paris, France
_Bernard Tschumi
_Date: 1982 - 1997
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Figure 03.  View of Parc 
de la Villette’s follies. 
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3.4.2 Analysis
Tschumi looked to create a space for activity and interaction that 
would evoke a sense of freedom within a superimposed organization 
that would provide the users with points of reference.22 As part of this 
overall goal to induce exploration, movement, and interaction, ten 
themed gardens are situated throughout the expansive site, enabling 
visitors to stumble upon these micro sites either literally or ambigu-
ously.23 
Parc de la Villette’s conceptual framework enables numerous substi-
tutions and configurations within the park’s built space.24 The park 
employs a system of dispersed points – with red enamelled steel struc-
tures (folies) supporting various cultural and leisure activities – which 
are superimposed along a configuration of lines that emphasize move-
ment corridors through the park.25 This modular network of folies 
enables modifications or replacements within the park, without dam-
aging its essence and identity.26 More specifically, the organization of 
interchangeable objects, events and peripheral programmes enables 
flexibility in relation to fluctuating cultural and sociological demands, 
without the restricting hierarchies of the conventional urban park. 
This speaks to the idea of change, and its fundamental role in shaping 
the park’s success. 
3.4.3 Approach
Parc de la Villette demonstrates several key methods for creating so-
cial and cultural identity within the context of re-appropriating 
post-industrial land. Shifting away from the traditional approaches 
to addressing this typology of site, this case study demonstrates the 
feasibility of forcing together the natural and the artificial, into a state 
of endless “reconfiguration and discovery”.27 While Parc de la Villette’s 
amalgamation of form, ideology and programme represent a new 
model for the 21st century urban park, the concept of superimposing 
an open grid system invites strains of ambiguity, in relation to project 
fulfillment.28 
22  (Kroll, 2011)
23  (Kroll, 2011)
24  (Pugh, 2004)
25  (‘Parc de la Villette, Paris, 1982-1998’, n.d.)
26  (Walker, 2006)
27  (Kroll, 2011)
28  (Pugh, 2004)
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With reference to the Pipitea precinct, and issues relating to a grow-
ing public urban realm, there exists inherent risk of damaging estab-
lished lines of identity within immediate surrounding environments 
through the application of the concept of “loose” appropriation of 
space. Achieving a balance between elements of implicative and defi-
nite spatial appropriation is critical in maintaining the integrity of the 
precinct’s historical and cultural characteristics. Additional to this, it 
is not clear how this approach can address issues of connectivity at a 
micro urban scale. 
While this thesis’ focus is not on developing methods for reconstruct-
ing the notion of the 21st century park, this case study demonstrates 
transferable methods for addressing issues relating to indeterminate 
constraints in the context of projected urban intensification in the 
Pipitea and Thorndon precinct. 
3.4.4 Discussion
Parc de la Villette demonstrates the feasibility of premising the city 
park model upon the dissociations and disjunctions of the surround-
ing environment, rather than the commonly applied “idealistic notion 
of bringing nature to the masses”.29 While the concept of “endless 
organization” may suggest perpetual vitality in relation to an urban 
space, it also implies issues regarding the successful establishment of 
cultural and social identity. 
Ultimately this case study suggests a new paradigm regarding the park 
model. It clearly illustrates methods of creating identity without con-
straint, while encouraging flexibility and change. Amidst the palpable 
disorder within the park, there exists an underlying balance and order. 
It is this play on the balance of order and disorder which fundamen-
tally drives Parc de la Villette’s ephemerality.
29  (Pugh, 2004)
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3.5.1 Overview
Paul Rudolph was commissioned in 1967 by the Ford Foundation 
to carry out a study of New York City’s Lower Manhattan Express-
way (LoMEX) project.30 Previous conceptions for the project came 
from the urban planning figure, Robert Moses. Moses’ plan for a “Y-
shaped” highway looked to connect the Holland Tunnel to the Wil-
liamsburg Bridge and the Manhattan Bridge.31 With the expressway in 
line to destroy much of Manhattan’s culturally rich SoHo and Tribeca 
neighbourhoods, Rudolph adopted the project, and challenge of find-
ing ways to mitigate the highways impact on the city, and leverage this 
incursion into something positive.32 It is important to note that while 
Rudolph’s conception for the LoMEX took inspiration from Moses’ 
plan, he primarily used it as a “point of departure for his own vision 
of tomorrow”.33
30  (Friedman, 2010)
31  (Goldberger, 2010)
32  (Goldberger, 2010)
33  (Friedman, 2010)
3.5 | ELEVATED MANHATTAN EXPRESSWAY
_Elevated Manhattan Expressway
_New York City, NY, USA
_Paul Rudolph
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Figure. 04 | Illustration of LoMEX ‘hub’.
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3.5.2 Analysis
A key disparity between Moses and Rudolph’s approaches to the 
LoMEX is evident in in Rudolph’s plan to achieve a completely inte-
grated environment, where the dynamism of the cars “existed in tan-
dem with life in the residential towers above”.34 In order to achieve 
this, his plan looked to establish a huge central HUB, orientated by 
traffic flowing between the newly built connections. This includes 
quintessential transit infrastructures of today such as the monorail, 
people movers and multilevel parking lots. Helping realise this scale 
of integration is a surreal vertical expanse of parking structures, each 
abseiling from their respective buildings, leaving the structures open 
and free of hindrances at street level.35 However, Rudolph’s plan is 
seemingly littered with unresolved contradictions.36 The introduction 
of a “highway trench” and all associated externalities unquestionably 
would have triggered issues relating to diminished street vitality, sense 
of place, and real estate prices along its edges.37
3.5.3 Approach
Paul Rudolph’s LoMEX explores the idea of layering and reconfigur-
ing lines of transit infrastructures into a singular corridor. In contrast 
to Robert Moses’ crass ideology of bulldozing through whatever lay in 
sight, Rudolph’s plan was clearly premised upon the idea of amalgam-
ating the automobile and the city in a sensitive and contextual way.38
In the context of Wellington’s Pipitea precinct, the idea of condensing 
transit corridors in a move to better facilitate social, economic and 
cultural linkages holds merit, especially so when looked at through the 
lens of 50 years of urban intensification. 
Opportunity exists to better integrate Wellington’s key lines of transit 
infrastructure and the city, with regards to both contextual legibility 
and social connectedness. Key methods illustrated in this project such 
as leveraging under-utilized vertical expanses to better achieve pro-
grammatic cohesion, suggest opportunities to reconstruct the public’s 
view and understanding of transit infrastructure. This can be achieved
34  (Friedman, 2010)
35  (Friedman, 2010)
36  (Vanderbilt, 2010)
37  (Vanderbilt, 2010)
38  (Vanderbilt, 2010)
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through overlaying everyday public programmes on top of heavy tran-
sit programmes such as rail, bus and ferry which can potentially gen-
erate an array of new, evocative spatial conditions and experiences for 
the pedestrian.
3.5.4 Discussion
Through the exploration of this case study, it can be suggested that 
while transit infrastructure exists as an integral component of the city, 
it can exist in a more assimilated capacity in relation to everyday life 
of the urban matrix.
The logistical complexity of integrating several modes of transit into 
one corridor holds post-war utopianism connotations, as evidenced 
in both Moses’ and Rudolph’s LoMEX plan’s. The layering of transit 
infrastructures will inherently garner public attention. It is a method 
used on a global scale. However, in terms of connectivity, the creation 
of a singular transit corridor would not be appropriate in Wellington, 
as it would only serve to magnify issues of edge porosity and further 
complicate aspirations of creating lateral linkages.
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A commonality seen through these four case studies is the acknowl-
edgement of infrastructure as an opportunity, not a constraint. While 
these four case studies were not designed with the clear intention of 
adhering to a scenario of heavy urban intensification, they demon-
strate several applicable methods for doing so in terms of re-appropri-
ating transit infrastructure to facilitate the human scale. Each of the 
case studies examined were anchored in an urban context fundamen-
tally akin to that of Wellington city – a dense urban matrix with close 
proximity to industrial operations and waters’ edge. 
As well as demonstrating a variety of ways to re-appropriate exist-
ing infrastructures and associated programmes to better facilitate the 
growing urban realm, the case studies illustrate several programmatic 
configurations that may successfully coexist within the context of a 
post-industrial environment.
In regards to the re-appropriation of transit infrastructures in terms 
of establishing contextual, cultural and social linkages, the case stud-
ies illustrate that these can be created through physically and visually 
connecting people and their surrounding environments, enabling a 
range of phenomenological experiences to develop in the eyes of the 
spatial inhabitant.
3.6 | CONCLUSION
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c h a p t e r   f o u r
SITE ASSESSMENT
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4.1  |  INTRODUCTION
This chapter looks to introduce Wellington’s industrial precinct as the 
chosen vehicle for design led research, highlighting its inherent capac-
ity to express itself as an emblematic component of the city.  Three 
distinct scales are used to contextualize the Pipitea and Thorndon ar-
eas, providing an inclusive assessment of opportunities and constraints 
that this particular site presents for design led research. 
With regards to this thesis’ fundamental premise of a scenario of urban 
intensification in Wellington city, this chapter establishes strands of 
opportunity for better engaging social and cultural elements of the 
city within the functionality of Pipitea and Thorndon’s industrial pre-
cinct. The objective is to identify the site’s capacity to facilitate in-
frastructural and programmatic re-appropriation, in anticipation of a 
growing public urban realm.
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This section takes an analytical approach to identifying peripheral 
conditions that affect Wellington’s industrial precinct at a regional 
scale. The analysis of a wide range of regional site conditions will 
enable this section to appropriate a string of opportunities and con-
straints in relation to how design may respond to site. This is achieved 
through analysing infrastructural networks, historical implications 
and the region’s urban framework. A study limit has been implement-
ed throughout this section as a means of maintaining a legible scale. 
Contextualising Thorndon looks at appropriating the industrial pre-
cinct within its surrounding environments. This is achieved through 
employing a neighbourhood scale lens to analyse existing site con-
ditions and synergies with its immediate surrounding environments. 
The analytical approach throughout this section enables this thesis to 
operate under a clear understanding of the precinct’s history, charac-
teristics in the context of the 21st century, and underlying quintes-
sence.
This section looks to provide an analysis of programmatic conditions 
within the site. Typical of the industrial precinct, several key lines of 
infrastructure exist, with each line necessitating varying associated 
programmes in a support capacity. In particular, this section analyses 
vehicular movement, freight transit logistics and looks to establish an 
order of spatial hierarchy within the port area. Ultimately this section 
aims to identify opportunity for intervention, whilst maintaining the 
functionality of essential infrastructures going forward. 
+ +
4.4  |  Programmatic Assessment
4.3  |  Contextualising Thorndon
4.2  |  Urban Contextual Study
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4.2 | URBAN CONTEXTUAL ASSESSMENT
As is illustrated opposite, the site chosen for a design led research ap-
proach is Wellington’s industrial area situated in Thorndon.
Wellington is the capital city of New Zealand, located on the south-
western tip of the lower North Island. The Wellington region itself 
makes up the third largest city in New Zealand, with a population of 
448,956. Widely recognised as the cultural capital of New Zealand, 
Wellington is home to several major museums, art festival venues and 
theatres.
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Figure. 1.1 | Locating site within 
New Zealand.
Figure. 1.2 | Locating site within 
the Wellington region.
Figure. 1.3 | Locating site within 
Wellington City.
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4.2.1 Reclamation of Land 
Figure. 02 illustrates the development of Wellington’s waterfront 
over time. The construction period regarding the reclamation of land 
in Wellington Harbour dates from 1852 through to 1973. In total, 
185.4 hectares of land has been reclaimed since original settlement.
There exists a rich and intricate history of development within Wel-
lington city which currently exists in an under-utilised capacity. This 
mapping exercise identifies opportunity to better integrate notions of 
time into Wellington’s urban fabric.
Figure. 02 | Key Table:
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1882-84
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1920-21
1927
1945
1955
1967-75
1968-74
1969-71
1972
1842 
Shoreline
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Wellington Railyards
orndon Area
Government Precinct
Central Business District
Wellington Waterfront
Civic Centre
Cuba Street
Courtney Place
0 250 500 1,000 m
0 250 500 1,000 m
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Figure. 02 | Land 
Reclamation Map
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4.2.2 The Grid 
Typical of the colonised city, Wellington is constructed upon a grid 
system. The CBD area is premised upon orthogonal and linear pat-
terns, yet as the grid extends north of the CBD into Thorndon, it 
aligns and mirrors the topographic contour changes, radiating off 
of the CBD’s grid axis. This variation ultimately informs a clustered 
building organization in the Thorndon area, contrasting the CBD’s 
linear regularity in organisation. 
The juxtaposition of the ‘orthogonal’ and the ‘clustered’ grid organisa-
tion’s creates a unique network of nodal points, revealing fundamental 
historical characteristics of Wellington’s development.
There is an apparent absence in linkages between the industrial area 
and the city’s grid network. Symmetry and axial conditions are ana-
lysed as a means to identify opportunity to establish connections be-
tween the industrial precinct (reclaimed land area) and the city grid.
Figure. 03 | Key Table:
Key Nodal Points
Grid Spine
Streets
Connecting Street Network
Introductory Street to enhance network circulation
0 250 500 1,000 m
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Figure. 03 | City 
Grid Map
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4.2.3 Precinct Division 
Wellington city is comprised of several key precinct areas. Each of 
these areas offer significant contributions to Wellington’s sense of 
identity and help tell a story of the city’s historical and cultural back-
ground. 
Figure. 04 illustrates the nine key precinct divisions of Wellington city, 
appropriating the industrial area of Thorndon within the balance of 
the urban matrix.
Figure. 04 | Key Table:
Central Business District
Wellington Waterfront
Civic Centre
Cuba Street
Courtney Place
0 250 500 1,000 m
Centerport
Wellington Railyards
orndon Area
Government Precinct
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Figure. 04 | City 
Precinct Map
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State Highway 1 Motorway
Golden Mile
Principle Road
Arterial Road
0 250 500 1,000 m
4.2.4 Hierarchy of City Street Network 
The objective of this mapping exercise is to identify a hierarchy in key 
traffic routes throughout Wellington city. The map illustrates the level 
of significance the waterfront route holds in relation to the industrial 
precinct, while also appropriating the wider Thorndon area in relation 
to key transition paths.
Figure. 05 | Key Table:
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0
Figure. 05 | Street 
Network Map
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4.2.5 Green Space 
Wellington’s dense urban fabric restricts opportunity for open green 
space. With the exception of the city’s green belt, Wellington supports 
minimal green space. With little flexibility in the city’s urban matrix, 
existing green spaces are typically layered in programme and flexible 
in operation. Waitangi Park exemplifies this programmatic layering of 
green space, where a range of social, cultural and economic activities 
are accommodated within an ecological green space.
Figure. 06 identifies opportunity to introduce green space linkages 
into Wellington city’s northern precincts. Additional to this, there is 
opportunity to establish peripheral relationships in relation to green 
space connectedness within Wellington at a regional scale.
Figure. 06 | Key Table:
Opportunity for new green linkages
Green belt
Green Space
Sports Field
0 250 500 1,000 m
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Figure. 06 | Green 
Space Map
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4.2.6 View shafts + Landmarks 
Presiding over Wellington, Westpac Stadium exists as one of the more 
prominent landmarks throughout the city. Highly visible are the sta-
diums light towers which extend 55 meters above ground, which in 
conjunction with adjoining prominent infrastructures in the port area 
such as gantry cranes, anchor Wellington city’s northern extremities.
Figure. 07 | Key Table:
Site
High Elevation
Low Elevation
0 250 500 1,000 m
Mt Victoria lookout
Victoria University of Wellington
Te Papa Museum
Pedestrian overbridge
Overseas Terminal
Majestic Building
Meridian Building
05.
06.
07.
01.
02.
03.
04.
Centre Port cranes
New Zealand Parliament
Westpac Stadium
08.
09.
10.
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Figure. 07 | View 
shafts + Landmarks
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4.2.7 Building Density + Height
Thorndon
CBD
Te Aro
+
+
+
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Figure. 08 | Cross section of Wellington’s Thorndon, CBD and Te Aro precinct’s.
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4.3 | CONTEXTUALISING THORNDON
Westpac Stadium’s concourse is surrounded by major transit infra-
structures including the Wellington rail yards, which facilitate both 
industrial and passenger lines of operation, Wellington Port, State 
Highway One urban motorway, and both international and domestic 
ferry and cruise ship terminals, linking the North and South Island, as 
well as further abroad. 
In terms of built form, the Thorndon area is home to New Zealand’s 
governmental parliamentary sector as well as several schools and col-
leges, university campuses, embassy’s and transport hubs. The recla-
mation of land from Wellington harbour reveals historical character-
istics of the city, in addition to providing several intriguing design 
opportunities to explore. The juxtaposition of Wellington’s historical 
implications on the chosen site and the range of adjoining dynamic 
programmes appropriate this site as one of intrigue and massive op-
portunity for design led research.
01.        
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01.                                                             02.                                                                                                                           03.                                                                   04.
01.  CBD
02.  Lower Thorndon - Reclamation edge
03.  Centre Port - Reclamation
04.  Wellington Harbour
Figure. 09 | Sectional drawing of Wellington.
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Figure. 10 | Aerial view of 
Thorndon precinct - South-
erly aspect.
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Figure. 10 | Aerial 
view of Thorndon
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4.3.1 Precinct Identification & Analysis 
Informing Pipitea’s existing urban condition are several key typologies 
of urban precincts throughout Wellington’s CBD area and waterfront 
edge. Each precinct offers its own set of distinct urban characteristics 
and associated programmes of which effect, to varying degrees, the 
existing urban condition of lower Thorndon and Pipitea areas.
01.  Oriental Parade
High public amenity area. North facing terrain informs this precinct’s 
defining promenade. Provides an anchor to the rest of the waterfront 
space.
02.  Waitangi Park
Situated at the base of Kent and Cambridge Terrace, this recreation-
al park supports several leisurely related programmes integral to the 
identity of both Wellington’s city fabric and waterfront.
03.  Taranaki Wharf - Frank Kitts Park - Queens Wharf
  
High character zones each supporting cultural activities, recreation, 
eateries, entertainment and retail programmes. Central destination 
zones generating peripheral pedestrian activity and catalysing vitality 
along the waterfront’s edge.
04.  Lambton Quay Corridor
Corporate precinct, accommodating high levels of pedestrian vital-
ity during weekdays. Wide ranging public amenities throughout this 
area. Deficient in open space.
05.  Centre Port
Key transit infrastructures operate within this area driven by both 
international and domestic shipping operations. Supporting pro-
grammes include: goods storage, service and repair facilities, rail tran-
sit operations and passenger cruise ship terminal. Central to Welling-
ton’s identity.
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Figure. 11 | Urban 
Precinct Map
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4.3.2 Gateways + Transport Hubs 
The close proximity of transport hubs and distinct transit infrastruc-
tures generate a unique dynamic in terms of movement and circula-
tion. Figure. 12 illustrates circulation patterns of transit infrastruc-
tures in relation to each mode of transport’s hub. Also identified in 
Figure. 12 are the city’s major gateways.
 
This mapping exercise demonstrates the following key findings:
 There exists a palpable disconnect between the major trans- 
 port hubs of the cruise terminal and that of the essential  
 ‘connecting’ transport modes such as bus terminals.
 Opportunity exists to better integrate each of these transpo- 
 rt hubs into adjoining lines of operation. This condition of 
 disconnect is ironic when considering the close relationship 
 of each of the hubs identified.
Figure. 12 | Key Table:
Wellington Airport gateway
Disconnect
Passenger Rail
State Highway One
Shipping, Ferry routes
Westpac Stadium
0 250 500 1,000 m
04.
05.
01.
02.
Wellington Harbour Ferry
Bluebridge Ferry Terminal
Wellington Rail Station
Central Bus depot
International Cruise Terminal
Inter Islander Ferry Terminal
03.
06.
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Figure. 12 | Diagram identifying key transit gateways within Wellington city.
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4.3.3 Transit Infrastructure Hierarchy 
Figure. 13 identifies three linear transit corridors running parallel to 
site, and appropriates them within the context of  an ordered map of 
Thorndon’s transit infrastructure networks. Through gaining a scope 
of the varying levels of transit infrastructures dissecting Thorndon’s 
industrial precinct, opportunities for breaking down the linearity of 
this area can be identified.
Figure. 13 | Key Table:
Collector Route
Primary Route
Arterial Route
orndon Residential Transit Corridor
orndon Transit Corridor
Waterloo Transit Corridor
Wellington Rail Station
0 250 500 1,000 m
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Wellington Harbour
Figure. 13 |  Diagram illustrating hierarchy of transit 
infrastructures in relation to site.
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4.3.4 Corridor Analysis 
Figure. 14 examines the corridor typologies surrounding the rail yard 
and concourse zones. The objective of this exercise is to establish an 
understanding of the effect the industrial precinct has on its immedi-
ate external street environments. In addition to this, Figure. 16 illus-
trates underlying synergies between the industrial zone and its adjoin-
ing edges.
 
01.  Thorndon Residential Corridor
 - Two lane traffic, with single lane one way street sparingly  
   interwoven.
 - Appropriate pedestrian paths provided on both sides of  
   the road.
 - Well-connected street network.
 - Passive street condition, contrasting the arterial and pri- 
   mary roads encasing the area.
02.  Thorndon Quay Corridor
 - Wide two lane road with large flush median strip and   
   both ample parallel and perpendicular car parking.
 - Minimal pedestrian activity during weekdays. Lifeless over  
   the weekend and after hours.
 - Primarily office buildings and industrial warehouses  
   occupy the corridor.
03.  Waterloo Quay Corridor
 - Four lane road with two way traffic. Pedestrian path on  
   port side of road only.
 - Two active rail crossings along the corridor, yet minimal  
   congestion issues stem from their activity.
 - Non-existent pedestrian activity north of the stadium.
 - High volumes of vehicular traffic throughout the day,   
   with congestion typical between 5pm and 7pm during  
   week days.
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01. 02. 03.
Figure. 14 |  Diagram demonstrating edge conditions 
surrounding Wellington’s industrial precinct.
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4.3.5 Existing Character Assessment 
A sequential series of photographs have been employed to identify key 
existing site characteristics. Opportunity exists to exploit these charac-
teristics, which can be used to inform both spatial and programmatic 
narrative throughout the design led research process.
The following series of images have been categorised into three dis-
tinct blocks, as informed by Thorndon’s linearity in organisation:
 Thorndon Corridor
 Stadium Concourse
 Waterloo Quay Edge
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Thorndon Quay Corridor
Figure. 15.1 Figure. 15.3Figure. 15.2 Figure. 15.4 Figure. 15.5
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Stadium Concourse
Figure. 16.1 Figure. 16.3Figure. 16.2 Figure. 16.4 Figure. 16.5
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Waterloo Quay Corridor
Figure. 17.1 Figure. 17.3Figure. 17.2 Figure. 17.4 Figure. 17.5
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4.3.6 Climate Conditions 
Wellington is largely exposed to the New Zealand’s harsh Southerly 
weather however the Northerly and the North-West winds are most 
prevalent. The topography of the greater Wellington region remains 
consistent in restricting sunlight, with Wellington city itself receiv-
ing particularly short sunlight hours through the winter months. The 
‘foothill’ location of the lower Thorndon area acquires insignificant 
shelter from prevailing winds. 
Unkown Wind Conditions
Low Wind Zone
Medium Wind Zone
High Wind Zone
Very High Wind Zone
esis Site
0 250 500 1,000 m
Figure. 18  Wind Zone Map
Wellington Harbour
Figure. 18 + 19 | Key Table:
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Winter Solstice
08:30 | June 12:01 | June 16:30 | June
Summer Solstice
07:30 | December 12:01 | December 19:30 | December
Figure. 19 | Shade study of Thorndon
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4.3.7     Contextualising the Concourse
Figure. 20 | Panoramic photo taken from concourse, 
overlooking Wellington Harbour
Westpac Stadium Port Timber Yards
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Port Gantry Cranes Mt Victoria CBD.....
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4.3.8 Stadium + Concourse Access 
Situated within the heart of Wellington City’s industrial precinct, 
Westpac Stadium maintains an indifferent relationship with the city 
itself. Pedestrian access to the stadium comes by way of a 6m high 
concourse structure, which is encased in active rail lines and an arterial 
road (Waterloo Quay).
Figure’s 21, 22.1 and 22.2 illustrate the three primary points of en-
trance which enable pedestrian access to the concourse:
 
 01.  Thorndon Quay access point
 02.  Wellington Rail Station access points
 03.  Waterloo Quay access point
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Figure. 21 | Southerly aspect of Westpac Stadium & concourse
01.
02. 03.
Waterloo Quay
14m
6m
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The concourse provides the sole point of connection, linking the city 
to Westpac Stadium. Westpac Stadium hosts forty to fifty events per 
year, each attracting varying spectator numbers, ranging up to the sta-
diums capacity of 34,500.
The concourse structure itself is 650 meters in length, and 14 meters 
in width at its southern most end. Important to note is the way in 
which the concourse develops in shape the closer the pedestrian gets 
to the stadium. This bottleneck transition not only conforms to basic 
functionality of a stadium concourse, it also speaks to the programmes 
which exist below.
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Figure. 22.2 | East Elevation - Westpac Stadium & concourse - Access points identified.
Figure. 22.1 | West Elevation - Westpac Stadium & concourse - Access points identified.
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4.3.9   Wellington Regional Stadium Trust 
The Wellington Regional Stadium Trust commissioned architectural 
planning firm Populous to assist in developing a strategic Master 
Plan for Westpac Stadium. The Master Plan consists of a series of 
distinct projects that are to be phased in from 2012-2016. Ranging 
from upgrading internal facilities in the stadium, to establishing a 
greater offering of public amenities on the concourse, these projects 
are to ensure Westpac Stadium maintains world’s best practice within 
the events scene.
The design approach of this planning should be taken into consid-
eration. While there are no intentions for this thesis to attempt to 
imitate raw concepts offered through this planning exercise, new in-
terventions will consider this anomaly to be an advantage. Populous’ 
development strategy plans will offer greater opportunity to chal-
lenge the norm, while allowing a peripheral understanding of the 
changing demands of Westpac Stadium as a premier events scene.
Recommendations made by Populous as stated in Westpac Stadium’s 
Staying on top of our game document include:
 - Improve the entry plaza
 - Cover the walkway
 - Install a roof
 - Build a 1000 seat dining room
 - Add an indoor concert arena
 - Reinstate the Thorndon over bridge
 - Enhance the patron concourse experience
 - Enhance the members lounge experience
 - Consider the environment
 - Improve media areas
 - Upgrade the home team changing room
 - Enhance the vehicle and traffic management
 - Upgrade the technology
 - Replace the external cladding.1
1  (‘Staying on top of our game’, 2012)
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Figure. 23 | Artist’s impression of new mezzanine lounge overlooking Wellington Harbour.
Figure. 24 | Artist’s impression of Westpac Stadium’s new exterior cladding.
Figure. 25 | Artist’s impression of Westpac Stadium’s new exterior cladding and mezzanine.
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4.3.10    Contextualising Centre Port 
The third largest port in New Zealand by tonnes across the wharf, 
Centre Port supports New Zealand businesses to move $3 billion of 
goods to market yearly.  This, in conjunction with Centre Port’s grow-
ing property portfolio and status as a tourism gateway supports the 
generation of approximately $2 billion of regional GDP. 
4.3.10.1    Tourism 
Wellington’s Centre Port is seeing significant increases in cruise ship 
arrivals, with 91 ships and 225,000 passengers and crew expected 
through Wellington’s port in the 2012/13 season, up from 83 ships 
and 180,000 visitors through the 2011/12 season. With cruise ships 
typically berthing for a period of 12 hours, the ports close proximity 
to the CBD affords advantages in terms of shuttling visitors to and 
from the city.
4.3.10.2    Centre Port as a Driver 
Programmes supported by Centre Port include:
- On and off port warehousing
- Container storage and movement
- Oil transfer and storage
- Commercial property
- Cold storage
- Cruise terminal
- Vehicular storage and shipment
- Logging operations and storage
- Cargo ship docking
- Break bulk cargo
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102,869
RECORD NUMBER OF TEU’S
45% INCREASE IN 
UNDERLYING PROFIT BEFORE 
FAIR VALUE ADJUSTMENTS 
AND TAX OVER LAST 4 YEARS
 
$16.5m
83
CRUISE SHIPS
180,000 VISITORS
17%
INCREASE IN TURNOVER  
FROM PORT OPERATIONS 
IN THE LAST 4 YEARS
3RD
LARGEST PORT BY TONNES
TURNOVER OF 
$59m
UP 3% ON 2011
PROPERTY PLANS
ANNOUNCED
MIXED USE
Figure. 26 | Centre Port’s commercial 
highlight 2012. 
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4.3.11   Leveraging Centre Port 
Expansive views of the port area are afforded from the concourse, 
which at 6.0 meters above ground level, enhances one’s spatial aware-
ness as well as increases the legibility of the industrial area from the 
pedestrian’s point of view. Figure. 27 clearly illustrates the dynamic 
qualities of the port as an active international and domestic gateway. 
Opportunities exist to utilise the port’s machinic and grandiose quali-
ties through introducing a forum through which the public may ex-
perience some level of intimacy or interaction with the often guarded 
programmes of the port. 
With reference to this thesis’ research question of looking at the ca-
pacity of established infrastructures to facilitate the human scale - in 
the context of an urban growth scenario - the dynamism of the port 
alone acts as a metaphorical magnet, with the capacity to draw people 
through spaces.
Figure. 27 | Key Table:
0 250 500 1,000 m
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International Cruise Terminal
Timber Yards
Arterial Road - Waterloo Quay
Gantry Cranes
Centre Port spine corridor
03.
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Figure. 27 | View of Center Port from concourse
02.
03.
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05.
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4.4 | PROGRAMMATIC ASSESSMENT
This section looks to establish site parameters within the context of 
programmatic configuration and operations. To break down the scale 
of the industrial precinct, three key areas of programme have been 
separated to better comprehend the fundamental layers of programme 
which drive the Wellington region and lower North Island. The rail 
yards, concourse and port have been identified as the three distinct 
typologies within the industrial precinct which this thesis’ site com-
prises.
Ultimately ‘Programmatic Assessment’ looks to identify clear oppor-
tunities for design led research, through the use of the sites program-
matic and operational identity.
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Figure. 28 | Rail Yards + Concourse + Centre Port
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4.4.1 Rail yards 
Wellington’s dependency on rail transit can be directly attributed to 
the city’s restricting topographical situation. As Wellington’s popu-
lation has grown, urban sprawl has intensified. Major suburbs and 
sub-city’s lie North of Wellington, each with a large population com-
muting into Wellington city. With often congested arterial routes 
connecting Wellington city and the wider region, both passenger and 
freight rail lines operate as key components of the region’s transit 
network. 
Eight rail lines dissect this thesis’ site of intervention, adding ele-
ments of dynamism and activity to the site. While these rail lines 
are key to the city’s functionality, this thesis will operate under the 
premise of rail operations as underutilized programmes.
Figure. 29 | Key Table:
Wellington Rail Station
Storage lines
orndon Quay corridor
Freight Rail
Passenger Rail
0 250 500 1,000 m
01.
02.
03.
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Figure. 29 | Diagram identifying rail line configuration & use.
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4.4.2 Concourse Programmatic Configuration 
Figure. 30 identifies existing programmatic configurations within the 
concourse structure. Public car parking zones are located underneath 
the concourse on both ground level and level one. The concourse 
structure exists as an under-utilised extension of city’s primary trans-
port hub, the Wellington Rail Station. Between intermittent events 
taking place in Westpac Stadium, the concourse portrays a sterile 
structure. Identified in Figure. 30 are the hard edge conditions to both 
the East and West of the concourse. Opportunity exists to leverage 
these distinct edges as a means of attracting pedestrian activity.
Figure. 30 | Key Table:
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Figure. 30 | Southerly aspect - Exploded programmatic diagram of concourse
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4.4.3 Stadium Concourse Circulation 
As is identified in Figure. 31, the concourse exists as an extension of 
the city’s main transport hub. While the circulation patterns primarily 
reflect this structures programmatic configuration, they also speak to 
the concourses linearity within such dynamic surrounds. Opportunity 
exists to better utilise the concourses established presence within the 
industrial precinct, perhaps by way of extending connecting arms off 
of it toward the Thorndon Quay corridor.
Figure. 31 | Key Table
Vehicular entrance
Private vehicular circulation
Car Park grid - Level One
Car Park grid - Ground Level
Pedestrian - Concourse Level Two
Pedestrian - Ground Level
0 250 500 1,000 m
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Figure. 31 | Exploded circulation network through the concourse.
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4.4.4    Centre Port Programmatic Configuration 
The port landscape is never static, imbuing both Thorndon and Pipitea 
area’s with a continuous sense of dynamism and activity. In the event 
of urban intensification in Wellington city, established infrastructures 
and programmatic configurations will need to be re-appropriated to 
facilitate the demands of such urban growth. Figure. 32 looks to iden-
tify capacity for re-appropriation within the port area.
Opportunity exists to leverage the dynamic characteristics of port op-
erations, both in terms of visual access and as a vehicle for facilitating 
public open space.
4.4.4.1    Centre Port Grid 
The port is configured to a gridded network to which all programmes 
are aligned. Light posts which are dispersed throughout the port area 
represent the grid’s underlying presence. The grid affords clear view 
shafts throughout the port, providing opportunity to achieve connec-
tions in terms of axial paths linking Thorndon Quay and the water-
front edge. Additional to this, the grid provides a clear understand-
ing of how possible introductions of built form may be appropriated 
within the port.
Figure. 32 | Key Table:
Active container storage
Warehouse
Rail line
Vehicular movement
0 250 500 1,000 m
International Cruise Terminal
Timber Yard
Assorted Business park
Heritage Building
Active container storageWarehouse
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Vehicular movement0
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Figure. 32 | Diagram identifying Centre Port’s programmatic configuration
& grid.
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4.5  |  SYNOPSIS
This chapter has identified several key site imperatives which may 
serve in a catalytic capacity in developing the proceeding design exper-
imentation chapter. Clear opportunities and constraints have manifest 
through the critical analysis of the chosen site of intervention across 
the regional, urban and parcel scales.
Key findings from the exercise are as follows:
Strong and axial view shafts dissect the site, engendering a legible con-
nection between the industrial precinct and its surrounding environ-
ments.
A rich and intricate historical narrative undergirds Wellington city in a 
currently underutilised capacity. This condition presents opportunity 
to integrate notions of time into new development.
The juxtaposition of Wellington’s historical implications on the site 
and the adjoining dynamic programmes present opportunity to im-
plement an interceding framework which marries the two, establish-
ing a new sense of place.
A palpable disconnect exists between key transit hubs surrounding the 
chosen site of intervention. Considering the close proximity of each of 
these hubs, opportunity exists to establish an intermediate transition 
platform.
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Several key lines of transit dissect and border the site, imbuing the site 
with constant dynamism and movement. This raw interaction cur-
rently exists in an underutilised capacity.
Distinguishing site characteristics may be used to establish spatial and 
programmatic narrative through site, contributing in a way finding 
capacity.
Thorndon and Pipitea’s exposure to prevailing Northerly and North 
-Westerly winds offers opportunity to integrate non-specific shelter-
ing components. These may facilitate a multitude of programmatic 
configurations.
The industrial precinct’s linearity offers opportunity in terms of estab-
lishing a vertical hierarchy of connections. Lateral linkages are non-
existent through this industrial area.
With increasing cruise ship visitor numbers, opportunity exists to es-
tablish a clear pedestrian corridor, linking the international cruise ship 
terminal with the CBD.
Centre Port exists as a one of Wellington’s most prominent landmarks. 
The raw dynamism of the port acts as a figurative magnet with the 
capacity to draw pedestrian activity into the area.
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c h a p t e r   f i v e
DESIGN EXPERIMENTATION
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5.1 | INTRODUCTION
This chapter will utilise findings in the analysis of theory based litera-
ture, case studies, site assessment and relative programmes to explore 
through design led research, methods of both re-appropriating and 
re-configuring established infrastructural corridors to better facilitate 
the human scale. 
It will look to investigate a range of issues related to the relationship 
between the rail yards, stadium concourse and port area, and the ad-
joining public urban realm, specifically responding to a scenario of 
urban growth and intensification in Thorndon’s industrial precinct. 
Each problem is specifically addressed through an iterative process of 
design experimentation and testing, with the ultimate goal of devel-
oping a framework that may to respond to a range of indeterminate 
issues anchored in future decades.
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5.2  |  DESIGN METHODOLOGY
Design-led research seeks to understand the world through interven-
tion as a research tool, rather than detached observation.1 The objec-
tive of this approach is to incite response or to divulge new conditions.
This section looks to break down and detail the design experimenta-
tion process that has underpinned this thesis. 
1  (Coyne, 2010)
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5.2.1    Qualitative Design
A key research question has been how can Wellington’s key industrial 
components facilitate the human scale, in response to a scenario of 
urban intensification and growth, west of Waterloo Quay? The opera-
tive words here being; facilitate the human scale. From the early stages 
of initial concept manifestation and design, focus has remained on 
the idea of leveraging the experiential qualities of transit infrastruc-
tures, to provide as a vehicle for drawing the public in and throughout 
Thorndon’s sea of industrial programmes. Responses to urban growth 
scenarios typically are anchored in quantifiable aspects and elements, 
obscuring the qualitative aspects of potential approaches which are 
comparatively indeterminate in nature.
5.2.2    Narrative as Medium
In order to test the capacity of the industrial infrastructural landscape 
to facilitate phenomenological imperatives, sections 5.4 and 5.5 em-
ploy narrative as a medium through which to negotiate the contradic-
tions presented by the chosen site. These contradictions may mani-
fest through simple situations such as allocating the public time slots 
through which to explore the rail yard corridor. This ‘type’ of situation 
is contradictory in the sense that while it may offer phenomenological 
qualities to the inhabitant of the space, it simply remains a condition 
of “detached observation”.2
Narrative is a very important way people shape and make sense of experi-
ence and landscapes.3
The string of design experimentations develop through several epi-
sodes of narration that illuminate site parameters. In this context, nar-
ration provides a vehicle which enables inhabitants to voyage through 
the events, rather than merely remain spectators of them.
2  (Coyne, 2010)
3  (Potteiger, 1998)
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5.2.3    Scalar Consideration
Identified at an early stage in this design research process, was the 
importance of addressing three key scales in relation to the chosen 
site of intervention. These were as follows:
 Micro/Pedestrian
 Parcel/Architectural
 Neighbourhood/Urban
Each of these scales, reflect key considerations in the context of re-
sponding to the projected emergence of new typologies. 
This paper’s research question and underlying imperatives recognise 
the chosen site of intervention as a complex programmatic condition. 
Operating under the premise of projected urban intensification, is-
sues of contextual indifference and connectedness concern each of the 
three previously identified scales.
5.2.4    Design Phases 
Illustrated opposite is a brief overview of each phase of design carried 
out through this design research process. 
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5.3  |  Initial Concepts
This stage was carried out with a loose design framework in place. 
A reflection of this stage’s relative infancy, the objective here was to 
explore through a range of quick-fire hand drawn concept designs, 
issues typical of the mono-functional stadia, in particular; poor edge 
porosity, little external edge interaction, and inefficiency within the 
context of Wellington’s dense urban fabric.
5.4  |  Grounding the Issue
A key objective of this stage was to establish clarity in terms of de-
fining a site and identifying problems specific to that site. This was 
achieved through grounding designs and superimposing a range of 
dynamic urban scenarios within the defined site, where particular is-
sues would manifest.
5.5  |  Choreographing Movement
This stage entailed the development of a combination of key concepts 
proposed in section 5.3.2. The narrative of choreographing movement 
is explored and developed through this stage, with particular refer-
ence made to key lines of theory discussed in Chapter Two’s literature 
review.
5.6  |  Spectator + Event
This section looks to quantify the findings from the previous three 
sections of the design experimentation process, proposing a ‘final’ 
schematic design. This section entails a manifestation of the chapters 
re-focused research imperatives, as articulated step by step, chapter 
section by chapter section.
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This stage marked the commencement of this paper’s design led re-
search process, where ideas were formulated without a clearly defined 
site or problem.
Resulting from this ambiguity and lack of direction, the following 
set of ‘initial concept’ drawings look to address a wide range of issues 
stemming from the typical large grain structure within a medium to 
fine grain urban fabric typology. 
Operating under this general premise, this exercise looked at issues 
of edge porosity and contextual indifference while also exploring the 
stadium’s capacity to better integrate with its peripheral urban condi-
tions and environments.
5.3  |  INITIAL CONCEPTS
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Figure. 01 | Articulating a narrative of natural topography 
versus man made skyline ranges.
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One approach that this stage took was to investigate how the stadium 
might be better utilised in between intermittent events that take place 
inside of it (see Figure. 02). This is a core issue that ultimately con-
tributes to the notion of the stadium as a mono functional structure, 
contributing little to its surrounding environments.
Identifying Wellington’s Westpac Stadium within the city’s wider hier-
archy, Figure. 03 looks to frame the sizeable jumps in scale in terms of 
the industrial precinct’s relationship with the wider metropolis. Wel-
lington’s confining topographical situation ultimately magnifies the 
typological shifts that have manifested over time, and as such, there 
exists opportunity to better utilise this unique urban condition when 
designing new urban spaces in the city. 
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Figure. 02 | Re-purposing the stadia.
Figure. 03 | Quantifying the change in scale from urban fabric 
to the city’s industrially situated stadia infrastructure.
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The stadium structure itself presented as a vehicle for testing the ca-
pacity of brownfield encased infrastructure to facilitate programmes 
quintessential of the colonised, port driven city. A key objective here 
was to glorify the stadium as an economic and social component of 
the wider urban matrix, through creating a condition of program-
matic concentration.
The opposite illustrations were generated under the controlling ele-
ment of a strict set of guidelines. These were as follows:
 
Accessibility to and from the stadium is to be restricted to 
aerial transit modes only.
The stadium structure is to be utilised as a ‘facilitating’ struc-
ture.
The stadium structure must remain independent of the sur-
rounding urban fabric at the ground level.
One scale is to be worked with.
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Figure. 05 | Utilising the stadia’s vertical expanse. Literally leveraging the stadia’s 
presence as a cultural and visual anchor within the city of Wellington.
Figure. 04 | Proposing aerial access as the sole medium of 
transit (to and from the stadium).
Figure. 06 | Exploring the edge between brownfield land, 
the harbour, and the city.
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The closest the pedestrian comes to quantifying the condition of dyna-
mism and movement emitted by the city’s integral transit infrastruc-
tures is when viewing from an elevated and expansive vantage point 
such as the city’s green belt or high rise buildings. However, even while 
these views afford the pundit opportunity to gauge some comprehen-
sion in terms of the vitality and integrative qualities of these infra-
structural systems, they are typically void of contextual linkages, and 
can only be witnessed at a parcel scale.
The opposite illustrations look at the opportunity to quantify these 
processes, proposing a metaphorical scenario of intimacy, with a visu-
ally captivating yet permeable membrane type spatial configuration 
offering specific views and experiences of these infrastructural pro-
cesses.
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Figure. 07 | Framing infrastructural programmes.
Figure. 08 | Testing edge configurations between the stadia and the adjoining 
urban environments through multiple section drawing iterations.
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5.3.1    Synopsis
A key aim at this stage of the research is to again, identify and catego-
rise all urban morphological issues concerning Westpac stadium into 
distinct scalar packages. 
Key questions which have surfaced through a process of reflection of 
this phase of design research are as follows:
Clarity is needed in terms of driving factors. What changes in ur-
ban condition need to occur to render these concepts necessary to 
the functionality of Wellington city and the wider region? 
Rather than completely dismantle boundaries, does there exist 
opportunity to create edge porosity through introducing mutual 
permeable membranes?
What would be the implications of a shift in the city, north into 
this brownfield precinct?
To what extent may new typologies generated by way of merging 
industrial and residential typologies affect the everyday operation 
of established industrial programmes?
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Notes from Critic:
Strengths
Strong conceptual foundation, with the chosen site providing an in-
teresting condition of complex infrastructural dynamism while exist-
ing in a constant state of flux.
The stadium typology and its associated issues of contextual indif-
ference, poor edge integration and mono-functionalism exist on a 
global scale. Opportunity exists to generate a framework applicable to 
a range of urban settings typically encasing the stadia.
Weaknesses
Arbitrary design moves, negligent of peripheral urban conditions.
Little is resolved in terms of addressing key issues identified. Specifi-
cally, nonporous edge conditions and contextual indifference.
The scale of conditions which have been conceptualised through 
mixed media illustrations, manifest hard to read, with no real scalar 
referencing made visible.
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In a move to contextualise the chosen site for intervention with rela-
tion to a scenario of urban intensification in Wellington city’s indus-
trial precinct, the opposite figure ground mapping exercise has been 
carried out.
Illustrated opposite is the urban intensification scenario which this 
thesis is to operate under. It is important to note that the thesis ac-
knowledges the many variables at play when projecting urban inten-
sification, however the mapping exercise opposite provides merely a 
guideline from which the reader and the thesis may contextualise the 
following design led responses.
With the peripheral effects of globalisation fuelling urban population 
growth, a scenario of urban intensification and encroachment into 
Wellington’s Thorndon precinct may result from following scenarios:
 Death of the Port
 Refinement of Port operations
 Re-location or out-sourcing of Port operations
5.4  |  GROUNDING THE ISSUE
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Figure. 9.1 | Existing Building Footprints Figure. 9.2 | Building Footprint - 50 years Figure. 9.3 | Building Footprint - 100 years
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5.4.1    Establishing Connectedness
Lateral connectedness has been identified through Chapter Four - Site 
Assessment as nonexistent within the site of intervention. 
In response to this thesis’ driving scenario of projected urban inten-
sification west of the stadium, a key imperative of this design led re-
search chapter is to explore ways in which edge porosity may be estab-
lished along both the Thorndon Quay and Waterloo Quay sides of the 
brownfield land (identified as ‘Stadium + Rail yards’ in Figure. 10). 
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Port operationsStadium + Rail yardslower orndon area
orndon Quay Waterloo Quay+
Figure. 10 | Existing site configuration.
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orndon Quay
Rail lines
LRT Line
Bleed zone
01.
02.
Pedestrian circulation
Hard edge condition
Residential/Commercial
Concourse island
5.4.2    Establishing Porosity 
A primary issue associated with the typical brownfield site is its typi-
cally poor level of peripheral urban engagement and hard edge con-
ditions. Logic and pragmatism suggests these conditions to be non-
negotiable.
The purpose of the opposite schematic diagramming exercise is to test 
the feasibility of certain methods for breaking down the ‘brown field’ 
site edge, and establishing a dialogue between the surrounding urban 
environment and the industrial area. 
Ultimately this exercise looks to develop a transitional framework 
through which a range of programmatic configurations and structures 
may be supported.
Figure. 11 | Key Table:
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02.01.
02.01.
02.01.
02.01.
Figure. 11.1 | Existing western edge condition.
Figure. 11.3 | Closing the gap between public 
and private.
Figure. 11.2 | Introducing shared surface strategy.
Figure. 11.4 | Generic pedestrian over bridge.
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Waterloo Quay
Rail lines
LRT Line
Bleed zone
01.
02.
Pedestrian circulation
Hard edge condition
Concourse island
Centre Port area
The ‘Waterloo’ corridor is an integral transit line, existing as an arterial 
gateway into and out of Wellington city. 
The opposite diagrams are sympathetic toward the key role of this 
corridor in relation to the regions circulation. Each of the design itera-
tions look to fortify Waterloo Quay as a ‘high volume’ arterial transit 
corridor.
Figure. 12 | Key Table:
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02.01. 02.01.
02.01. 02.01.
Figure. 12.1 | Existing Eastern edge condition.
Figure. 12.3 | Pedestrian overbridges.
Figure. 12.2 | Fortifying rail transit 
through  concourse.
Figure. 12.4 | Lateral extension of the con-
course, over Waterloo corridor.
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5.4.3    Contextualising Theory
Within the context of this thesis’ chosen site of intervention, issues 
of ‘immediate’ connectivity and urban porosity stem primarily from 
the linearity and expansive configuration of separate transit infrastruc-
tures. Continuing with the concept of juxtaposing public surface area 
and movement corridors with those of the industrial nature, the op-
posite drawings question the hierarchy of these two distinct realms. 
This series of exercises also resonate with several peripheral concepts 
explored in the earlier stages of this process, namely framing dyna-
mism and creating a legible dialogue between the human scale and 
the industrial.
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Figure. 13 | Modular ‘folie’ structure provides a public 
viewing platform within a brownfield site.
Figure. 14 | Framing rail transit 
operations.
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The idea of condensing transit corridors was explored during this 
phase of research. When considering the key challenges brownfield 
sites pose in terms of better accommodating the growing urban me-
tropolis, terms such as monumental, expansive and ‘contextual indif-
ference’ arise. 
Figure’s 15 and 16 look to challenge the typical configuration of the 
city’s transit lines, ultimately inviting issues of mass congestion and 
high concentrations of regional movement to the Thorndon and Pip-
itea area. 
While detrimental to the functionality and balance of the city, this 
concept ultimately suggests a way to create accessibility to the pub-
lic eye and provide a platform for which contextual legibility may be 
enhanced.
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Figure. 15 | Comparative drawing of different 
transit infrastructure corridors
Figure. 16 | Exploring the juxtaposition of 
transit corridors.
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5.5 | CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT
This phase looks to extract and develop several key ideas formed 
through phases 5.3 and 5.4. Narrative has been employed as a princi-
ple vehicle to test Thorndon’s industrial precinct’s capacity to facilitate 
the human scale and peripheral issues stemming from a scenario of 
urban intensification.
5.5.1    Key ideas
Listed opposite are key ideas regarding the spatial programming and 
condition of the three zone typologies that are explored through this 
conceptual development phase. Conceptualising this design phase com-
menced with this quick exercise of outlining a non-specific set of im-
peratives, with the intention of further grounding the key ideas of 
establishing lateral connectedness and apprehending infrastructural 
dynamism, formed in phases 5.3 and 5.4. 
Figure. 17 proceeds these key ideas, spatialising them within the site 
of intervention.
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Zone 01 | Across
Mezzanine/plaza space.
Open to Thorndon edge, with unobstructed 
physical and visual sight lines.
Anchors the green corridor, which connects with 
the golden mile.
Transition space, with pockets of pause space.
High levels of exposure along perimeter to for-
eign sights and sounds (rail transit).
Glorifies transit infrastructures - enhances social 
capital.
Sympathetic to the previously existing site con-
figuration.
Supportive structures to facilitate numerous pro-
grammes - wind shelter, market day stalls, perfor-
mance stage...)
Dense programmatic layout:
 - Gym
 - Cycle lanes
 - Markets
 - Café
 - Office buildings
 - Performance arena
 - Car parking entrance
 - Leisure space
 - Library
Zone 02 | Through
Tight transition into this space.
View shaft, visual access to structures & indus-
trial activity.
Layered structure.
Laterally enclosed space (atrium, lofty type space, 
shelter).
Industrial/transit processes as event.
Raw material aesthetic.
Zone 03 | Over
Everyday traffic nuances.
Transitional zone (concourse to projected new 
urban fabric).
Concealment – generating a high ratio of exte-
rior surface area, offering a maximum amount of 
views, rising to create a public observation roof 
to the sea.
A hub for scenography.
Platform typology.
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5.5.2    Establishing a Corridor
As was identified and explored through the earlier stages of design 
testing, significant infrastructural re-configurations are essential to 
not only enabling linkages across site, but also in facilitating the wide 
range of indeterminate urban amenities which may be necessitated in 
future decades.
The opposite illustration contextualises this stage’s proposed thor-
oughfare connecting Thorndon Quay and Waterloo Quay.
Figure. 17 | Key Table:
Zone 01 | Across 
Zone 02 | rough
Public car parking
Indoor Sports facility
Vehicular access to car parking
Passenger Rail
Active Freight Rail lines
Pedestrian cirulation - Ground 
level
Zone 03 | Over
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Figure. 15 | Method of traversing across site - 1.  Across  |  2.  rough  |  3.  Over
D
avis St
orndon Quay
Figure. 17 | Contextualising the corridor within the 
concourse.
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5.5.3    Articulating Spatial Narrative
01.  Across
Dropping the rail lines running parallel to Thorndon Quay 
generates a cohesive language and surface area level with 
Wellington’s 1840 shoreline.
02.  Through
Establishing an appropriate gradient change, connecting 
ground level and concourse level invites opportunity to re-
configure the form of the concourse structure. Spatial quali-
ties in Zone 02. may be indicative of traversing ‘through’ 
prohibited space.
03.  Over
In response to the fortification of the Waterloo Quay as an 
arterial transit corridor, methods of  deconstructing this pa-
rameter are to be explored.
The establishment of a narrative across site manifests as a by-product 
of existing infrastructural configuration. In regards to this thesis’ un-
derlying premise of leveraging infrastructure to better facilitate the 
human scale, Figure. 18 illustrates opportunity to articulate a spatial 
narrative through a direct response to existing site programmes.
Methods explored to negotiate existing site parameters include:
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01. 02. 03.
Figure. 18.1                                        Figure. 18.2                                        Figure. 18.3
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The approach employed through this phase of design was one of spa-
tialising narrative. This stage was conceptualised entirely through re-
sponding to conditions and parameters prevalent at the micro/parcel 
scale. 
The following stage looks to answer issues specific to the industrial 
precinct condition, and to test this landscape’s capacity to facilitate 
the human scale while remaining fundamentally sympathetic to the 
site imperatives.
Figure. 19 | Key Table:
Waterloo Quay
Rail lines
LRT Line
Bleed zone
Zone 01 | Across
Zone 02 | rough
Zone 03 | Over
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Figure. 19 | Concept Plan
03.02.01. 06.05.04.
02.
03.
04.
01.
03.02.01. 06.05.04.
02.
03.
04.
01.
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5.5.4    Seqeuntial Frames
This section illustrates the spatial sequencing of this stage of concept 
design, moving from the Thorndon corridor through to the Waterloo 
corridor. The methodology employed here looks to appropriate the 
spectator’s field of vision within the context of active infrastructural 
operations.
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Figure. 20 | Zone 01 - Open entrance - Eastern perspective.
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Figure. 21 | Zone 01 - North facing viewing platform + Rail underpass.
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Figure. 22 | Zone 01 - Loose space facilitating public performance.
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Figure. 23 | Zone 02 - ’Through’ space, illustrating rail 
transit stop (left) and sports facility entrance (right).
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Figure. 24 | Zone 02 - ’Through’ space - Spectator = Event.
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Figure. 25 | Zone 03 - Framing port operations.
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A hub for scenography, Zone. 03 invites the everyday traffic nuances 
of the Waterloo Quay corridor into the pedestrian realm that is the 
concourse. Additional to this, strong axial views are pronounced, 
where visual linkages from the concourse highlight Centre Port and 
the eastern hills of Wellington harbour.
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5.5.5     Synopsis
Key questions which have surfaced through a process of reflection of 
this phase of design research are as follows: 
Because the site facilitates these finely configured infrastructures, does 
that mean that this thesis’ intervention necessarily has to conform to 
the same principles of balance, intricacy and composition?
Does this thesis’ intervention have to exist solely as a reflection or a 
quantifiable medium through which the public may better compre-
hend the essential infrastructures that power the Wellington Region?
To what extent does this proposal address the shift in paradigm regard-
ing public transit operations?
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Notes from critic:
Strengths:
Aesthetic of ‘monumentalism’ speaks of the site’s programmatic his-
tory and quintessential conditions in an effective manner.
Strong axial condition creates contextual linkages with Tinakori hills 
to the West, and Wellington Harbour to the East.
Sympathetic toward key lines of infrastructure and industry opera-
tions prevalent within the Thorndon and Pipitea area.
Effective in affording the pedestrian raw and uncensored moments of 
forced interaction with industrial programmes.
Weaknesses:
Little has been achieved in terms of integrating this site into the sur-
rounding urban fabric.
Poorly respondent to the existing city grid and 1842 shoreline.
Deficient in offering clear programmatic opportunities that may be 
necessitated in future years.
Unsuccessful in expressing methods that may enable distinct infra-
structural corridors to co-exist within the site. 
Scale of proposed intervention does not reflect the scale of urban in-
tensification projected to occur.
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5.6 | SPECTATOR + EVENT
Phase 5.6 looks to build upon and fortify the weaknesses and defi-
ciencies identified in both phase 5.5 and earlier stages as well. This 
stage looked at testing principles extrapolated from Bernard Tschumi’s 
paper Event-cities 2 and Alex Wall’s Programming the Urban Surface, 
through employing a design approach focused on qualitative design 
aspects. It is important to note; the following stage is purposefully 
negligent of quantitative testing and consideration.
This design phase employs a range of working scales, with the primary 
scope of consideration coming through the parcel scale. This scale pre-
sents as the most viable scope, as it addresses the human scale while 
enabling consideration to be given to urban implications. In regards 
to this thesis’ underlying imperative of narrative, the mitigation of 
implications at an urban scale is especially important.
This section further looks at testing the theories of event spaces and its 
capacity to accommodate amenities fundamental to the public urban 
realm.
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5.6.1    Re-focusing Research Imperatives 
Continuing from 5.3 (above), the concept of manipulating circula-
tion channels throughout the site and wider Thorndon area is not 
only necessary for qualitative reasons, but essential in maintaining a 
dialogue with both Wellington city and the wider regions circulatory 
patterns. 
In relation to a key imperative of generating cultural and social con-
nectedness, methods identified in Chapter 3 of doing so are tested 
throughout the following exploration stage. The objective of employ-
ing these methods and testing them as adapted strategy is intended 
to catalyse:
The reclamation of obsolete post-industrial land as public space.
The establishment of a legible and symbiotic relationship between the 
public realm and these raw and powerful industrial qualities.
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5.6.2    Design Matrix
Spectator + Event Choreography of Movement
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Key Qualities of Coreography
- Unity
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- Transition
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+
High Line Park
+
Lower Manhattan Expressway
+
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Leveraging Infrastructure
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Addressing Indeterminacy
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- Scalar Legibility
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+
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Journey of Discovery
+
Wellington’s Underlying Narrative
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Rail Underpass
Gestural Pedestrian Corridor
Existing Rail Lines
LRT Line
01.
02.
Westpac Stadium
Gestural Waterfront Connection
orndon Residential
5.6.3    Re-configuring Corridor Hierarchy 
The purpose of the following exercise was to investigate and test the 
idea of flexible and gestural spatial corridors, and the capacity of these 
to ‘plug’ into a range of urban conditions surrounding the site.
The configurations illustrated opposite in Figure. 26 are primarily 
staged toward the idea of apprehending the intrigue and dynamism of 
transit infrastructural operations and their corridors. The idea of cre-
ating internal corridors was premised upon their capacity to integrate 
with the site’s surrounding urban conditions. This principle was pri-
oritised over the typically stronger considerations and principles such 
as infrastructural pragmatism. The approach in this exercise looked to 
challenge the typical pedestrian crossing principles, in particular the 
idea of simply getting from ‘A’ to ‘B’. Additionally, the plans look at 
integrating future Light Rail Transit (LRT) lines into the site. LRT 
future proofing is a key strategy in this thesis, as a spreading urban 
population will demand a more integrated and connective public 
transit network. 
Through dispelling this exercise of principles of logic anchored in ru-
dimentary ‘crossings’ and ‘default’ design configurations, these plans 
can offer the thesis a framework through which a more cohesive and 
amalgamated condition and identity may be formed in terms of ad-
dressing the issues posed by a scenario of urban intensification.
Figure. 26 | Key Table:
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2. wellington harbour
Scenario 1 10 year response + programmatic formalization
wellington harbour
wellington harbour
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01.
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Figure. 26 | 50 year schematic 
plan.
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Figure. 27 | 100 year sche-
matic plan diagram
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Notes from critic:
Strengths
Future proofing the city’s aspirations for an LRT system.
Enhancement of social capital in terms of potential to educate the 
public in the region’s export and import industries.
The proposed infrastructural framework establishes the capacity to fa-
cilitate a wide range of programmatic configurations, as future urban 
conditions may so demand.
The creation of an elastic pedestrian corridor exists as a loose space, af-
fording the opportunity for a finer connective tissue to be introduced 
at a later stage.
Weaknesses
Transit infrastructure is premised upon the fundamental principle of 
getting from ‘A’ to ‘B’ in the most time efficient and viable manner. 
When considering this, the concept of manipulating public pedestrian 
transit routes to render experiential qualities legible seems to be fun-
damentally flawed.
Given the initial scale of projected urban intensification to occur over 
the next 25 years in the industrial precinct, the LRT’s implementation 
will likely be rendered unviable by local government.
Figure. 27 | Key Table:
Rail Underpass
Elastic Pedestrian Corridor
Existing Rail Lines
LRT Line
Established Lateral Corridor
01.
02.
Westpac Stadium
orndon Corridor
orndon Residential
New Mixed-Use Development03.
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5.6.4    Key Infrastructural Moves 
In generating lateral connections across the rail yards, three distinct 
lines of infrastructure manifest as problematic in terms of their axis’ 
and configuration relative to one another:
 The proposed rail underpass invites opportunity for estab 
 lishing lateral connections, specifically pedestrian and LRT  
 corridors. 
 The existing freight rail lines dissecting the concourse are  
 proposed to be fortified as an integral freight rail line, con 
 necting through to Centre Port.
 Waterloo Quay is proposed to fundamentally maintain it’s  
 role as an arterial public and private transit corridor.
Figure. 28 illustrates the three key moves in an attempt to leverage the 
site’s capacity to facilitate the objectives articulated in section 5.2.1. A 
key imperative of the design experimentation process, these moves are 
intended to catalyse the reorientation of the image of the industrial 
precinct, in relation to the CBD and Tinakori hills.
Figure 28 | Key Table:
Rail underpass
Existing rail lines
Waterloo Quay corridor
Public car parking
Indoor Sports facility
Vehicular access to car parking
Passenger Rail
Active Freight Rail lines
Pedestrian cirulation - Ground 
level
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D
avis St
orndon Quay
Figure. 28 | Key re-configurations of infrastructure.
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5.6.5    Establishing New Corridor Typologies 
Corridor 02 is a spatial extension of Thorndon Quay. This diverging 
corridor commences at the intersection of Thorndon Quay and Davis 
Street, running through to Waterloo Quay and accommodating pe-
destrian traffic only. The intention of this move is to provide a direct 
injection of pedestrian vitality into the intervention, while also gener-
ating strong axial views down Davis Street and onto the Tinakori hills.
The establishment of a green corridor extending off of Thorndon Quay 
generates opportunity for unique visual and physical connections to 
be made on a contextual level. While this green corridor is formed as 
a purposeful component of the design, it creates a strong axis which is 
direct in connecting the Northern most end of the city’s ‘golden mile’ 
and the site of intervention. Ultimately this serves as a component to 
establish and build upon as a contextual and literal point of conver-
gence with both Pipitea and the CBD precinct. 
The corridor looks to utilize the expansive qualities of Thorndon Quay 
by way of luring pedestrian activity north.
Figure. 29 | Key Table:
Corridor 01 | Green corridor
Corridor 02 | orndon corridor
Public car parking
Indoor Sports facility
Vehicular access to car parking
Passenger Rail
Active Freight Rail lines
Pedestrian cirulation - Ground 
level
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1.  East - West Connecting Corridor  |  2.  Green Corridor
D
avis St
orndon Quay
Figure. 29 | Contextualising proposed spatial corridors.
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Rail Underpass
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orndon corridor extension
LRT Line
01.
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1840 Shoreline
View shafts
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orndon Quay
5.6.6    Final Design Configuration
A key principle behind the corridor is to lure pedestrian activity north, 
by way of utilizing the expansive qualities of Thorndon Quay to ac-
commodate a string of pedestrian oriented amenities. Each of the pro-
posed corridors speak to the thesis’ underlying narratives of framing 
infrastructural processes and the idea of weaving a journey through 
this industrial landscape. It is here that the idea of ‘event’ and ‘specta-
tor’ are spatialised. Each of the proposed corridors converge in Zone 
02, inviting a range of events to occur within. These events may range 
from civic gatherings, weekend markets or impromptu performances.
Informing the configuration of the corridors is Wellington’s 1840 
shoreline. This original shoreline establishes the trajectory of each of 
the corridors, speaking to Wellington’s historical development as a city.
Figure. 30.1, 30.2 | Key Table:
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Figure. 30.2 | Corridor typologies + viewshafts.Figure. 30.1 |  Existing site.
01.
02.
01.
02.02.
02.
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Pipitea
Convergence of corridors
New development
LRT line
Concourse structure
Passenger rail line
01.
02.
03.
Active freight rail lines
LRT line
Corridor 02 in particular is to provide a literal extension of the city, 
adopting an urban condition representative of not only the character 
of the industrial precinct, but also a compositional reflection of Wel-
lington city’s three key precinct typologies - Te Aro, CBD and Pipitea. 
Each of these city precincts represent anchor points at both a neigh-
bourhood and regional scale. 
Figure. 31.1 illustrates the role of the intervention as an intermediate 
anchor point, connecting the area of projected urban growth in the 
industrial area, with the Pipitea precinct.
Figure. 31.1, 31.2 | Key Table:
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Figure. 31.1 | Circulation relative to newly established 
anchor points.
Figure. 31.2 | Rail line configuration.
01.
02.
03.
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Each of the site’s entrance points are nonspecific in terms of how they 
mark the threshold between site and the peripheral urban fabric. 
Each of the proposed corridors set up and inform the circulation of 
the intervention, bringing people in and guiding them throughout 
(see Figure. 31.1). 
The corridors remain sympathetic toward the key initial imperative 
and narrative of framing views. Key nodal points as seen on page 185 
in Figure. 30.2 offer the inhabitant of the space strong views of specific 
‘events’.
Figure. 32 | Key Table:
Sports eld
Bridging surface
Waterloo Quay
orndon Quay
0 250 500 1,000 m
Concourse
Rail underpass
Connecting pedestrian bridge
03.
02.4
02.
01.
05.
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Figure. 32 | 100 year configuration.
01.
02.
04.
05.
03.
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5.6.7    Materiality 
An important component of this design proposal is the language of 
materiality. A key contributing element to the underlying narrative 
is materiality and its capacity to retain the distinctive character of the 
industrial precinct, across the extent of the proposed intervention.
The material pallet illustrated opposite is sympathetic towards this 
narrative, comprising largely of materials present within the site of 
intervention today. 
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[ Infrastructural links - overhead catenary network + power lines ]
[ Precast concrete surfaces + tarmac ]
[ Corten steel stringers and balustrades ]
[ Lighting structure - galvanised hot press steel ]
[ Transparent and translucent glazing ]
[ Untreated hardwood timber slats ]
[ Non-slip steel surfaces ]
[ Hardcourt - asphalt + rubber membrane layer ]
[ Deciduous vegetation ]
[ Coastal grasses ]
Figure. 33 | Material selection.
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5.6.8    Sequential Frames 
The following series of illustrations employ the view of the ‘spectator’, 
offering an insight into the intimacies of the intervention through a 
sequence of spatial episodes. 
Resulting from the ‘dropping’ of the rail lines connecting through to 
Wellington Rail Station, a unique condition is created where a hard 
edged transit rail corridor is framed, juxtaposing against the high vol-
ume of pedestrian traffic inhabiting the space, as is designated, around 
the underpass. 
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Figure. 34 | Verticality of the threshold between ‘event’ and the ‘spectator’.
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Close proximity between public and private realms accommodated 
within the intervention affords a unique pedestrian condition of spa-
tial confinement while aligning with a key spatial narrative of blurring 
programmatic boundaries.
Figure. 35 illustrates the relationship between office buildings and the 
rail underpass.
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Figure. 35 | North facing spectator seating and viewing 
area presiding over rail underpass.
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The green corridor allows for the continuation of the lower Thorn-
don Quay street facade, enabling the future construction of buildings 
within the concourse to be orientated along a well-established pedes-
trian movement corridor.
The contrast between the green corridor and industrial programmes 
situated parallel, amplify the idea of ‘encasement’, in terms of the pe-
destrian condition within the wider industrial precinct. A ‘shared sur-
face’ strategy is proposed, which seeks to break down the Thorndon 
Quay hard edge condition through encouraging disordered pedestrian 
activity. This corridor is to provide as a primary linkage corridor, con-
necting CBD and new development east of the stadium, along the 
waterfront.
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Figure. 36 | Contextualising the green corridor (Zone 01).
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A condition of intimacy is generated through the implementation of 
a ‘shared surface’ strategy, where there exists a permeable edge condi-
tion between the public pedestrian surface and transit rail operations. 
This intimacy is echoed throughout each of the zones, fortifying a 
fundamental imperative of facilitating the human scale within these 
industrial programmes.
Note;
It is intended that the particular rail lines seen in Figure. 37 are 
to accommodate singular, inactive rail carts, enabling programmes 
such as market structures, wind breaks and performance stages. Ad-
ditional to this, the rail lines’ surface is intended to accommodate 
goods and service vehicles intermittently.
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Figure. 37 | Southern end of Thorndon Corridor plaza space (Zone 01-02).
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Figure. 38 illustrates the relationship between spectator and ‘event’. In 
this particular scenario, the ‘event’ manifests through sporting activity 
as a medium. Here, strong visual parallels are created, where the pres-
ence of Westpac Stadium overlooks the comparatively ‘inferior’ public 
sporting amenities which are carved into the concourse model. The 
term inferior, is here used as it hints at the comparative impermanence 
of the multi-use sports field (seen in Figure. 37 and 38), especially 
so when the permanent condition of Westpac Stadium lingers in the 
background. This relationship caters to indeterminacy. 
While weaving and negotiating a journey through the site, the specta-
tor is subjected to an array of programmes typically concealed from 
the public realm.
While the sports surface has the capacity to facilitate a range of pro-
grammes, little is invested in terms of structural volume. Opportunity 
exists to introduce built form in this space in future years if necessary, 
by simply plugging in adjacently to a previously established pedestrian 
corridor (green corridor).
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Figure. 38 | Spectator + Event (Zone 02).
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Zone 02 increases pedestrian vitality through a range of program-
matic forums. The LRT line which intersects the space creates a nexus 
condition, where passengers embark and disembark. Other key ele-
ments which drag pedestrian volumes through this zone are destina-
tion programmes such as the indoor sports facility and office building 
entrances. Additional to this, Zone 02’s generally enclosed condition 
offers the pedestrian an alternative sheltered throughway.
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Figure. 39 | Passengers await the arrival of the light rail train_(Zone 02).
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Within the context of this proposal’s powerful and dynamic site, this 
paper recognises the importance of qualitative balance in terms of the 
pedestrian condition. 
In relation to this thesis’ key narrative of cultivating a series of condi-
tions that stem from the concept of spectator and the event, Figure 
40 illustrates the relationship between the pedestrian (spectator) and 
infrastructural processes (event). The space shown provides a pause 
space, contrasting the dynamism flowing around it. This condition ul-
timately heightens the spectator experience, lending itself as a frame-
work through which issues of contextual legibility and social capital 
may be addressed.
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Figure. 40 | Contextualising the relationship between spectator and event 
(Waterloo Quay) - Zone 03.
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The design response that has materialised through this experimenta-
tion process is primarily reflective of the research imperatives that were 
outlined in the introduction chapter of this thesis, namely utilising 
constructs of landscape urbanism and instrumentality. However dis-
cussion from staged reviews throughout the duration of this design 
process, paired with findings from case study research, examination 
of literature and site analysis led to new insights that re-focused the 
thesis’ research imperatives in terms of developing a framework that 
could induce further discussion in response to the indeterminacies of 
trending urban growth.
The following conclusions have been noted:
5.7 | SYNOPSIS - DESIGN EXPERIMENTATION
Investigation into the edge condition of Thorndon Quay 
and the rail yards discovered that due to the curvature of 
the road reflecting the 1842 shoreline, this unique condition 
could be leveraged to imbue a stronger sense of cultural and 
historical identity. This was implied through axial corridor’s 
extending off of this ‘shore line’ edge. 
The engagement of phenomenological qualities inherent 
in the brownfield typology could be utilised as a catalyst to 
imbue sense of place and identity in the development of a 
loosely appropriated public transit nexus.
Further research is required in quantifying potential pedes-
trian traffic volumes inhabiting the proposed intervention to 
determine the viability of this framework as a functioning 
city component.
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6.0 | CONCLUSION
The primary intention of this thesis was to investigate the capacity of 
established industrial infrastructures to facilitate the human scale. The 
thesis has operated under the premise of a scenario of urban growth 
and intensification in Wellington’s industrial precinct. This is in re-
sponse to quantifiable trends stemming from globalisation, specifically 
urban population growth. Wellington’s restricting topography will 
compound the effects of this projected urban growth, exposing unde-
veloped land throughout the region to urban development. Volatility 
in global trade markets can dictate a port area’s relative value to both 
its city and wider region, so this thesis’ chosen site of experimentation 
is pertinent in the context of today’s global climate.
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The analysis of case studies that share similar imperatives to this the-
sis, have shown the feasibility of infrastructure as an opportunity to 
facilitate an integrative and flexible public urban framework. Bernard 
Tschumi’s Parc de la Villette and Weiss/Manfredi Architects Olympic 
Sculpture Park in particular respond to constraints aligned with those 
of this thesis’ site of intervention/experimentation. A key trend identi-
fied through the research is the capacity to which established indus-
trial infrastructures may facilitate urban encroachment, whilst main-
taining operational integrity. The capacity of these infrastructures to 
facilitate social and cultural forums has the potential to shift public 
conceptions of the brown field typology, typically understood to be 
placeless and disassociated with surrounding urban fabrics. A com-
monality across each of the case studies analysed is the engagement of 
established infrastructural components – both figuratively and liter-
ally – to articulate the human scale. This is achieved through employ-
ing constructs of loose spatial appropriation and framing ephemeral-
ity. It is acknowledged that while the case studies researched in this 
paper do not explicitly respond to a scenario of urban growth, they 
demonstrate approaches that leverage constraints fundamentally akin 
to those of the Wellington site.
In terms of site appropriation, constraints such as connectedness, con-
textual indifference and established infrastructural hierarchies were 
cited as integral preconditions for carrying out design experimenta-
tion. Typical of the colonised city, the port and its associated indus-
trial programmes have informed urban growth’s close proximal rela-
tionship to brown field typologies. In the context of urban population 
growth, what has historically been a relationship of close proximity 
between the two precincts is today becoming one of intrusion.
The research has successfully utilized constraints and limitations pre-
sented throughout the site, where the distinct experiential qualities 
of prevalent industrial programmes have been engaged to articulate 
spatial narrative, and engender a sense of place. The research explored 
various opportunities to not only re-appropriate the human scale 
within the industrial typology, but to enable the research to investi-
gate the anomaly of contextual indifference that has been perpetuated 
between the industrial precinct and the city.
This design experimentation process has undoubtedly been driven by 
a focus on the qualitative aspects of design, in terms of looking to ad-
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dress key issues projected to be catalysed by urban intensification in 
Wellington city’s industrial precinct. This thesis argues that a qualita-
tive design approach not only has the capacity to solve issues of con-
nectivity, contextual indifferences and human scale appropriation, but 
may serve as a tool through which the four dimensional landscape of 
flux may be assimilated within today’s urban conditions.1 It is typical 
of design responses anchored in future decades and scenarios to be 
primarily concerned with quantitative aspects of the response, obscur-
ing the qualitative. In this respect, this design led research process has 
challenged the norm, orientating itself away from quantitative driven 
thinking.
As active drivers in the design experimentation process, principles 
of landscape urbanism, architecture and urban planning have been 
engaged to articulate the human scale within the dynamic industrial 
typology. The design proposes a framework that explores the spatial 
implications of urban growth into definitively programmed land. 
Within this framework, questions of place, time, legibility and process 
are contextualised through the use of narrative, organisational princi-
ples of loose spatial appropriation and sequential programming.2
The qualitative nature of this research creates challenges that will 
need to be further resolved through smaller scale simulation exercises. 
Amidst a fundamental paradigm shift from viewing cities in formal 
terms to considering them in dynamic ways, further design concepts 
and strategies may wish to examine, in finer detail, an urban trans-
lation of cultural and sociological hierarchy within flux landscapes.3 
Detailed research into the feasibility of the programmatic configura-
tions this thesis looks to employ could be referenced in both similarly 
distinctive sites and urban conditions. 
In conclusion, this thesis has explored various landscape urbanism, 
architectural and urban planning methodologies and constructs to 
form a response to the spatial implications and social and cultural in-
determinacies of urban growth. Further engagement of these concepts 
in smaller scale scenarios may induce further refinement and develop-
ment of anticipatory strategies that are fundamentally concerned with 
appropriating the human scale within new transit landscapes. While 
today’s relationship between the industrial and city precincts exists in 
a state of empirical change, this thesis offers a suggestion to realign the 
two in the face of globalisation.
1  (Wall, 1999)
2  (Wall, 1999)
3  (Wall, 1999)
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